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Bridgewater State College

Health Fee Referendum, April 28 & 29

For the forth consecutive issie,
THE COMMENT, has placed the
impending rise in BSC's health
fee (presently $10.00) on the front
page. The three choices listed in
the April 8, edition emphasiz the
importance of all students' taking
the time to ,ote April 28 and 29 .
The three choices are as
follows: 1. )~25.09 health fee with
.a.. $15.0Q~waiver insurance plan;
2.) $30.00 health fee (correction
From the $40-50 fee listed in the
April 8th edition) with a $100.00
voluntary insurance plan; 3,) a
vote of no, which would ultimately
indicate no preferance on the part
of the student.
.Dates
for this weeks referendum have
been changed to next Wednesday
and Thursday the 28 and 29 of
April.
goting will take
place
across
from
~he
bookstore in the Student Umon
and the polls will be open; April
28, 9-4 and 6-8 and April 29, 9-4.

.Five Bids Reviewed
for Food Service Contract
by AIm Hackenson

Members of the Food Service

Rick Pacheco and Dotty TIsevieh answer questions
at the Health Fee Forwn held earl1t!r this month.

reasoning
behind for students at the college who are
referendum back a not already covered either by
week, - IS beca use of the in- their parents' plans or by their
troduction of a second insurance own insuran~(!,
co.' in .the bidding process for
(continued to page 6)
some kind of Medical insurance
The

rnoving.w;~

VIEWPOINT:."

committeemet -£0 receiveand review bids which were offered by five companies in. an
effort to decide the food service
for next year.
In the coming weeks, the
committee members will study
thr various bids. They will then
proceed to "test" each companies' food at institutions which
are presently in contract with the
respetivecompanies. The committee is definitein the further
questioning and discussing of
certain items of a couple of the
five companies. The remaining
will undergo further study.

Also a topiC of discussion was
the possibilities of a 15 or 19 meal
plan. In regards to the 15, meals
would be obtained. only Sunday
nighf through Friday dinner,
weekends excluded. The-19 meal
plan would include the entire
week, the only. shange being a
Saturday and Sunday bruch,
abolishing. both breakfast and
dinner. The only definite change
for next year is in the price. It is
destined to increase in the range
of $65-200 per year. The results
of the committee findings will be
publicized win approximately
two weeks.

•

Looking at the Dissmis.sal of Dr. Margaret Fischer;

Registration
Information

·"Not to be Ministered Unto,
But to Minister"
Ed note: The foiIowing viewpoint
was" submitted by two BSC
students who feel tnat the decision
to terminate Dr. Margaret
Fischer's position as as a member
of the psychology department at
'Bridgewater was a mistake.
Their investigation into ~he
decision and the events leadmg
UP toit are printed below .. At the
time of this publication . Dr.Fischer is appealing the decision,
uy the means of a private attorney.

pertaining to Dr. Fischer's
rsituation as well as caning

into

question
standards
and
procedures used by the administration in matters of faculty
status.
In order to develop an understanding of Dr. Fischer's
situation, it is necessary to bring
out information from previous
academic years. In separate
letters dated March 29th and
April 9th 1974, Dr. Fischer
received letters from Psychology
dept. Chairmen, .R.E. Stafford
informing her that the tenure
members of that department had
by John Rull and
unanimously recommended her
Bob Meehan
reappointment as did he and the
divisional chairman Dr. Morgan
Brown. He stated and we quote,
As concerned students, the
"We are all pleased with you in
authors of this article feel that
your professional contribution to
there are some facts that should
our department and the college."
be brought to light concerning the
In the March 29th letter, Dr.
termination of Dr. Margaret
Stafford's evaluation of Dr.
Fischer who is a faculty member
Fischer was highly com~
of the Psychology Dept. of
mendable.
He wrote, uDr.
Bridgewater State College. Her
Fischer has been a cooperative
termination is effective in June,
Dr. Margaret Flschf-.r
member of our department. She
1976. This is a matter that will
almost always responds to my
dealing
with
the
status
of
a
. affect students directly. We feel
requests without undue delay.
that the administration has not faculty member. We hope that She has made many valuable
this
article
will
inform
the
followed the guidelines set forth
suggestions to our department
by the Board of Trustees in students as to the specific facts and is most professional in her
dealings. with colleagues. She
spends long hours in preparation
Forum:
of her course rna terials and is
Concord "A Special Place" pg. 4
given good
reports by her
students. She has been awarded a
SGA pg. 5
small grant by the college for
research and will be working with
student assistants in this. I fully
recommend her for reappg.
8
Jose
Feliciano
CD
pointment."
It is clear, Dr.
liThe Belle of Amherst" pg. 9
Fischer was considered ex-c:I
tremely competent and valuable
Round About pg. '.10
to our psychology department.
11
Ironically,
one year la ter, the
pg.
1
1
"Ah Wilderness preview
Faculty Committ~e on Reappointment of the Department of
Psychology met and voted
unanaimously not to recommend
Sports pgs. 14-16
the reappointment of Dr.
MAA/WRA News pg. 16
Margaret Fischer. In a letter sent

----
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(continued to page 3)

Schedule, Fall Semester 1976 __ 77
May 5 <Wednesday) 9 :.oo-ll: 30 - Class of 1971 and Graduate Students

May 6 (Thursday) 9:00-11:30 - Class ofI978
Elementary and Special Education majors (classes of 1977 an~ 1978)
scheduled to student teach during the first semester DO NOT regIs.ter
this time. You will be programmed by your department according
your teaching assignment.

-.--

May 7 (Friday) Class of 1979*
and Special Students
9:00-10:30

Group I

10: 30-12:00

~roup

l:00-2:30

Group III

2:30-4:00

Group IV

II

-

"~~:?
."'

.•.. ,.:

...

"'Students in the class of 1979

,..

. . i·

,;.'

'''''

..

. -":..... .~t .

have been assigned a
registration group by means
of a lottery system. Lists
indicating the student's group

will be posted throughout the
campus prior to registration.
register only with that grou or a lat~r

~_.-:.

.

EACH STUDENT'I'S"'~R"E~SP"O~'NIIS'""IBLE
FOR SECURING THE GROUP NUMBER . ASSIGNED.

May 10 (Monday) Late Registration
2:00-4:00· Student Union

SPECIAL STUDENTS: Special Students (non~m~tricu~ated)
register at any of the times listed for the class of 1979 regIstration.
STUDENTS WITH DEBTS OUTSTANDING TO THE COLLEGE
SATISFY THEIR OBLIGATIONS BY MAY 3 IN ORDER TO RE;GISTE]RI
ON THE 5TH, 6TH,' OR 7TH OF MAY.

2

The Comme nt

April.20, 1976

IDITDRIIL

'\

Mr. DAVID FR~ E ~
IF ~ou
. \
$HOWiNtr lA~T WEEK i-r-MU51 VE
I
BEEN OBYiOll~ TO ;, EE THAt CLASS
l\tJD TAS1E wASN1 IN it 1) CONTRptT

Soun d-of f to us!

COMMEN.T rea der s' pol l

\

.

I

EilHER !

Do you use the COMMENT for nothing more than ingredie nts for
a
paper mache project because it has nothing to offer you?
.
This week's COMMENT marks the last regular issue of the 1975-76
school year. The next publication will be our annual comme rative issue,
May 6th.
The COMMENT was establis hed as a means oJ: informi ng the
academ ic commu nity here at Bridgew ater. The paper contain s section
s
on; news, sports, cultura l arts, cartoon s, classifi~, and letters.
Each
week we try cover the highlights of what is going on at Bridgew ater
as
well as what is happen ing, in the field of educati on, outside of BSC.
.The COMMENT also provide s an outlet for student s in such areas
as;
journali sm, writing, photography, accounting, office work, paste-u
p,
graphic s and cartooning.
We are happy with the paper as it stands right now, but, at the same
. 'time we are a ware that there is room for improv ement. In ao. effort
to
grow in all areas, we have developed the COMMENT READE
R'S
POLL. This poll was designed by membe rs of the COMMENT staffafe
w
years ago in order to, let you, tell us, where our strength s
and
weakne sses lie as the campus newspa per.
We want you to be a part of us! Take the time to fill out the form
below and drop it in the envelope on the door of the COMMENT office,
located on the 1st floor of the Student Union building, or send in
the
campus mail, or leave it in our box at the S.U. Informa tion Booth....
or,
come in and have a cup of coffee with us ... talk to us, mayhe you'll decide
to stay. We're always on the lookout for new membe rs to the staff. Even
if you don'tIik e to (or feel that you can't) write, we need typists, pasteup people, photogr aphers, ... or just anyone interest ed in the paper
but,
doesn't know where to start ..
We're your paper, and if you have someth ing to say about us, we'd like
to hear it!

Fres hme n Dec lara tion of Mai or

SJL

1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COMMENT

I

~.)
I

.

I )
. 12·

I
•
.I
,I
I
I

read ers' poll form

Do you read THE COMMENT regular ly?
YES
NO

I secure their Declar- ation of
I, Major Form froin the offic~ of the
I Coordinator of AcademIC AdI vising, Mr. Haughey, befoIe
I April21;}9~6; ~t 5 p.m. They
i mustb rmg thIS form to the
depart ment meetin g .of their
I choice where instruct i?ns will be
fiven
on the completion of the
f
orm.
Student s who whish to remaiin

What don't you read?

I

• Il.) Wnat do you thmk
are the paper ' s strength s.?
.'
I (circle answer )

I

1---------------------------------------I
15.) What do you think are the paper's weakne sses?
I (circle answer )
INews
'Sports
ILayou t
IReview s
IClassif ieds
IOthel
IIf other, explain: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

18.)

What would you like to see appear in THE COMMENT that is

I
I
I
I

I,
I

I
I

I

I

1• 9. )

',#.

~! ....

. (c~Ued.to p~ge}l)~.;
~-

l~

'_.: ..... ,,_

~

:

•.

~~;.,";-

'.

-! ~.-?':~~

Editorial Board
S.

J. Lawson........... ........... .. ~ ...........Editor-n...chiet

Ann Hackenson.......... .......... ..........Managing Editor

Richard C. Tonner........... ........... .... .News Editor
Joe Silvi· ••• •.......... .......... .......... . .sports Editor
Barbara Tobin.......... .......... .......... Photography Editor
Mary Chris Kenney· ........... ........... ..Arts & Graphic s Editor .
Maura Curley Bostdor f........... ~ ••;... ~.Cu1tUral Arts Co..Editor~'
BUI Swlft··.. ,,·.· ..........~........ _.;,•••••·...Cu1tiJral·Arts CO..:E:dltorMarie Duggan.......... .......... ..~.~••••.;..Busfn·e3s M.lnag'er· .' ".' "
Michael Iacovo ........... ........... .........:Co-Ad vertisfu g' h4i1nag~
Kathy Bennett........... ........... ...........~Co_Adverdsing
Roz Sidoni........... ........... ........... .......Office Manage r'
.. ,..

Kevin Hanron
• E. Susan Sheahan
Mike MlcHar dy
Carla Leone
. Gll BUss
Betty Jenewin

,11 am,
Staf f Pict ure

will be

taken!

I

,

Do you think there has been an improv ement over last years I
......:............................
;;;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;..............
...;.;...;.;.......
,..•.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;•......
.;.:.;.;..
................
,.,............•.•.•
... .
tc0MM ENT?
YES
NO
I DON'T KNOW
•

----------------------------

.~ ... '~".

'rad 1lctien Staff
Keith Fitzpat rick
Vicki Smialek
Khalil Asgharz adeh
B. Dexter Libby
Nancy Inman
Christin e Conver y
Kevin McCartl!Y
Roni, Mella; .

Photograph, Staff
Steve Altieri
Carol Ennis
AI Pietrant onio
Jim Kelley

I

I

~~~~?

I

~ -l

(esta'JJished 1927)

Tues. Apr il 27,

I

I

;......

i

Meeting,

I
I
I

•

f.~

. Chemis try '.
-S-'33~. ~',
Gomm. Arts and Sci:. U-A UD

Com men t Staf f

I

I

,

S-224

Iritilg Staff

I

I

Early Childhood EDUC, B-21
Earth Science
S-304
Elemen try Edu.cation' B-DEM
English .
L-I04
French
L-I06
. ChQmis try -Geology'., S'::332 or' 304

M.inager

·I~--------------------------------

:7,)

Bology

as-unde clared majors may do so
and should attend the meeting for
undecla red majors.
Those student s who do not
attend the departm ent meeting on
April 22nd may not receive their
Green Registr a tion cards for PreRegistr ation until they make

.',q

. . •. )In general . whli t is your opinion of the paper?
I .Circle answ er:'
' - -- ..
I (circle answer)
I Excelle nt
I Good
I Averag e
I Fair
I Poor
How could the paper be improved'!

ROOM ASSIGNMENTS
...
Anthropology
_.: Lc23B'
Art
' ."A.:.g,'

I their current area of interest to a

What do you read plost frequently?

News
'.sports
Layout
I Reviews
• Classifieds
lather
I If other explain: .

arrang ements
with
their
depart ment to comple te the
·proces s. .

I major which is differen t from
I their current area of interest m~st

,,,
3.)

Departm ental meeting s will be

I held for 'the purpos e of
I Declar a tionof MaJor on ThurI sday, April 22nd at 11 a.m.
I Students who wish to change

,

,

,

THE COMM ENT is a student support ed and operate d
newspaper serving the academ ic community of Bridge water State College . Publications are weekly Septem ber
through May with the follOWing exceptions: Thanks giVing, Christm as and Spring vacatio ns, and all weeks
. with 3-day weekends throughout the school year.. Editori al
polley is determi ned by the Editor- in-Chie f in consultation with the Editoria l ~oard. Letters to the Editor are
encouraged but should be limited to 250 words or less.
All letters. claSSified advertisemp.nts and th
itt
. 0 erwr en
submitted materia l MiJ~T BE SIGNED
. m, names will
be Withheld upon request . All subm1tted materia l is subject to condensation. Republication of all materia l
"
printed herein 1s forbidden without the express ed written permisS ion of the £d1tor-ln.'Ch1ef Ad tisin
.
rates rull be aVailabl
•
ver
g
should be address d e ~opn request . All corresp
oddenc e
$
C
e to. THE COMJY1ENT Bridgew ater
tate ollege, Bridgewater, MA 02324'
697 8321
ext. 260 or 304.
'
•
..

rei

April 20, 1976

Committee formed to probe Bas. State

I

The Burns Co. has been
employed as campus police at
Bostoll State for the past ten
year~.

Allegations against Burns
International first appeared in the
BOSTON GLOBE, the REAL
PAPER, and the Boston State
paper, the LOOKOUT in late
February. Charges range from
surveillance of faculty and
5tudents to reports of "security"
campus police wandering off
::ampus and harrassing people
living in the neigh bO'hood.
,pecific charges have been levied
:tgainst Burns by left wing
lcitiv,ist organizations at Boston
,tate including the Revolutionary

Student is Bridgade and the
Coalition Against Racism. The
Ad Hoc Committee on Boston
State has been working jointly
with the State Attorney
General's office, which is also
conducting its own separate
investigation.
Because of the involvement of
:he Attorney General's office
nore information is ot available
at this time. Until the AGoffice decides whether or not it
will bring criminal charges
against those involv~ d, the case is
still pending further investigation. .

Dr. Fischer from pg. 1

to

the Academic Dean, Wailace who is Dr. Brown. He was also
Anderson, dated April 15, 1975, reluctant to answer our questions
received by him on May 19, 1975, concerning the reasons for the
the committee gave the following. terminal contract that was given
reasons for their decision. "We to Dr. Fischer. The air of secrecy
base our decision on the fact that ·led us to the Academic Dean's
she attended fewer than half of ofOce. Dean Anderson told us
our departmental meetings. She that Dr. Fischer was not being
did not participate in screening dismissed but rather nonnew applicants. She did not hold reappointed and at. this point
office hours necessitating other carefully differentiated between
departmental members relaying the two. The end result is the
messages through students to her same, at this writing Dr. Fischer
library carrol. In short, she does will not be with us next fall. In
not contribute to good morale order to "protect" Dr. Fischer,
among her colleagues nor does Dean Anderson would not release
she have a· good working to us any substantial information
relationship them." One member only to say that there are other
of the three signing lor the criteria by which to judge a
department's tenured Faculty faculty member other than
Committee on Reappointment, classroom effectiveness.
At this point, we attempted to
Professor Scroggs, was on sabbatical leave of absence begin- discern what criteria the Board of
This is a Trustees has established in
ning winter 1975.
procedural violation of rules set determining the reappointment or
by the Board of Trustees and -non-reappointment of faculty
Bridgewater State College members. . In reviewing the
regarding reappointment of non- Board's Preamble to Policy on
tenured members of faculty Appointment, P Promotion and
memberlS.. Professor. Scrogg's Tenure, under part V, paragraph
ineligibility left only two tenured B it states that, faculty members
members which violeates our will be evalua ted on the following
colleges' policy regarding the bases:
minimem number of tenured L Classroom effectiveness.
Professional activIties inmembers required. As to the ~.
other allegations mentioned, Dr. :luding positions of leadership.
Fischer has emphatically denied l. Research and publica tion.
them. She claims that no minutes l. Contribution to the college
of these meetings were taken; :!ommunity.
that she has participated in the i. Advanced study.
Leadership in community
screening of new applicants; and 1.
continues to be available in her affairs.
library office for consultations
with students and other faculty. Paragraph C states, that these
Our curiosity increased in annual faculty evaluations will
regards to these contradicting serve as the basis for promotion,
evaluations. We bega!1 by looking merit pay, and tenure conat student evaluations conducted sideration.
In accordance to these stanin March 1974, December 1974, and
Spring 1975. We found her ratings dards set forth, we believe that
to be consistently between "very Dr. Fischer not only is an asset to
good" and "excellent" and ac- the Psychology Department but is
cording to a student who helped an outstanding representative of
Her research,
assess this data it was the highest our college.
rating of any member of that dedication, and hard work has
without a doubt fulfilled the
department and of th division.
Dr. Fischer'S class enrollments qualifications expected of any
nre always the highest in the faculty member employed in the
department of psychology. She State College System.
Regarding classroom efusually averaged between fiftyfive (55) and sixty (60) students fectiveness we have already
per class. We and the large shown that Dr. Fischer is highly
In
majority of her students believe rated by her students.
that Dr. Fischer is a most reference to the other criteria by
valuable asset to the students of wich faculty m are to be judged
once again Dr. Fischer is exBridgewater State College.
However our student voice, tremely qualified. She has been
through ~r teacher evaluations, involved in the following acdoesn't seem to be an important tivities in which she acted as a
factor in the reappointment or representative of the co]ege. In
non" reappointment of faculty the academic years 1974 and 1975,
members. We ask you, who she was the recipient of the
should be served by tins insti- Bridgewater State College
tution of higher education?? Does Scholarly Support Award which
it function to provide jobs for anabled her to pursue research in
administrators and faculty or the field of Mental Retardation.
does it exist to meet the needs of On several occasions she has
presented papers at various
its students?
Psychology
conferences including
In search of truthful answers to
the many' puzzling questions that the recently held conference on
we had we approached the Research in Mental Retardation
psychoiog y Dept. chairman, at the Gatlinburg Conference in
namely Dr. Stafford. He have us Tennessee during the March
no answers stating that the case vacation 1976. In December, 1975,
was still confidential. He referred she presented one of her papers at
. us to the Behavioral Science head the Second Pan African Congress

3

New course for Fall:

\

Ray Raposa, President of the
BSC Student Government
Associa tion and Student Trustee
of the Mass.. State College
System, was recently appointed
to the Ad Hoc Committee on
Boston State.
'This committee was formed on
March 11,1976, for the purpose of
investigating allegations of
misuse of authority by Burns
Internationa Security Co ..
Raposa was appointed to this
~ommittee , which consists of two
other voting members
(both
Mass. state College System
Trustees) besides himself, by the
Board of
Chairman of the
Trustees.

The Comment

of Cross-Cultural Psychology,
Nairobi, Kenya. In June of 1975,
she completed research at St.
Coletta's. Braintree with eixtythree students. Results of the
study were submitted for
presentation at the XXI International
Congress
of
Psychology, Paris, July, 1976. Dr.
Fischer has also been involved in
many other research projects.
Published material include articles on Mental Retardation in
the area of Phenylketonuria
(PKU). She has also contributed
to the college community through
her participation in the FacultyStudent Committee, and Library
Committee. Also, she has attended Mass. State College
Central Computer Location,
Boston, for advance study. Her
leadership in community affairs
include research studies in four
various settings throughout the
state. Dr. Fischer is a licensed
psychologist by the Mass. Board
of Psychologists and i also a
member
of Menl'!a, Boston
Chapter.
With
such
outstanding
qualifications and dedication, we
believe that Dr. F Margaret
Fischer certainly fulfills. the
required standarits of the Board
of Trustees. Therefore, we
strongly advocate thal the Board
of Trustees rescind her contract
of termination and reappoint Dr.
Fischer as a faculty member of
our Psychology Department.
A petition wi1l soon be c.irculated demanding the reappointment of Dr. Margaret
Fischer. We ask for your support
and signature on this petition. Let
the voice of the students be heard!

.The American
Revolution
This fall at Bridgewater. a new
course will be offered exploring
this question. Titled "American
Studies I: The American
Revolution," the course will be a
cooperative effort of a large
group of professors from several
different subject areas.
The
following topics will be explored:
1. Gore Vidal's novel, Burr, as
a picture of the revolutionary
period (C. Fanning, English
Department. )
2.
American poetry of
revolution (L. Poule, English)
3. British opinion about the
revolution in America (T. Curley,
EnlishL
4.
Some
European
philosophical backgrounds of the
revolution
(D.
Cheney,
Philosophy) .
5.
The state of anthrophological study at the time
of the revolution (J . Mueller,
Anthropology) .
6. The economic origins of the
revolution
(S.
Antoniotti,
Economics).
7.
Eastern North America
before 1800: land use, farming and
town patterns, perceptions of the
America landscape (M. Furlong, .
Earth Sciences and Geography).
8. Political theories at the time
of the revolution (G. Clifford,'
·Political Science).
9.
American Art in the
revoluti~nary period (J. Heller,

Ar ).
10. American architecture in
the revolutionary period (W.
Kendall, Art)
. 11. Original sources of the
revolution; the revolution as
completed by 1775' (J. Fiore.
History).
12. Minorities in the revolution;
the mob element in the revolution
(W. Cole, H History).
13. Major schools .of historical
interpretation of the revolution
(B. Spence, History).
The mojor aim of the course is
to provide as full a sense as
possible of America at the time of
the revolution, 200 years ago this
year. The course will also introduce students to the interdisciplinary, American studies,
approach to problem solving.
Coordinator for the course will be
Dr. Fanning Qf the English
. Department. Interested students should sign up at. the Enlish
Department table at registration.
The course will be numbered ID
220 (for interdisciplinary courses), and will meet MWF at 8:00.
The title, once again, is
.. American Studies I: The
American Revolution."
All
Bridgewater students
are
eligible, but next year's
sophomores are particulealy
encouraged to take the course.

\

COLLEGE CAMPUS
REPRESENT ATIVE
Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo
Components to Students at lowest
prices. High Commision,

NO INVESTMENT R-EQUIRED.
Serious inquiries only!
FAD Oomponents, Inc. " 20 Passaic
Ave. , Fairfield, New Jersey.
07096
Arlene Muzyka 201/227·6884

, ...................................................................

THE
TRANSCENDENTAL

A systematic program to develop the
full potential of the individual.

c·

Over 200 scientific research reports
indicate that TM provides a wide
range of benefits. These include
improved grades, increased alertness
and. reduced anxiety.

FREE LECTURE
WED. APRIL.28J '7:30 pm
Rm 20"5 in the Student Union Building
.,

....

.,-

The lecture will be given by a teaeher of Transcendental Meditation personally trained by
. .
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 588-3978
Int~rnatlonal Meditation Society Non-Profit Educati~nal Organi~ation

.
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"

1 can't se~+\Alh'y

FDBUI
A Special
by

p'eci~e

wanl

to

(allgh at y,re

Place

Richard Tonner

no!ofraiq
to tr~ 1hr~9$

I'trl
Paddling downstream, the canoe leads us past mounds of reeds and
thick brush, partially obstructing the sprawling white Cram e houses
looming in the djstance. The some what strong current pulls us through
the homeland of native geese, who swim freely under bridges older than
we can imagine. The thoughts of Thoreau and Emerson linger amongst
scenery unchanged since they first fsltonthe riverbank we just passed. It
is high noon and the peal of nearby church bells sparks our attehtion-only to think back when the ringing signaled patriots, convened poets,
and intiated town meetings embarking on the issues of slavery and
women's rights. ,Tradition blends harmoniously with the present in a
place such as this-- a place I know as Concord.
As a young boy, Partiots' Day meant the long awaited annual visit to
Concord to view the parade, complete with fife and drum corps, flags
hung at every door and telephone post, and the recreation of the battle of
1776. Each spring, before the ancient trees sported their leafy green, I
would anxiously await my return to this fascinating town, never tiring of
the same parade route, the same flags draping the same doorways. and
the perfectly rehearsed colonial battle done the same way. I shave now,
no longer wear baseball caps, and study political science instead of
multiplication tables. Yet, to me Concord is a special as it was the first
day I heard a fife or saw a "minuteman."
This past weekend, I enjoyed a canoe trip with friends down the
Concord river. All my favorite thoughts returned, as I knew they would.
While my friends seemed amused at my preoccupation with Concord's
past, I could not help but think that the North Bridge, the Minuteman
statue, the homes of Emerson, Thoreau and Alcott, and the certain sens,e
of patriotism or appreciation for America's roots, whether they be
revolutionary or literary in variety, isconjured by the combination of past
and present. In a year marred by the public's skepticism of political
institutions and those who run them, it was very encouraging to know that
Concord still attracts people by way of its rich heritage.
I have been accused of being a bicentennial nut (red, white and blue
sweatsuits are not in vogue at BSC) and scorned because of my blind
'allegiance to wa tehing the Adams' Chronicles (13 episodes!).
My bicentennial collage is laughed at , and memorizing historical "fun
facts" considered pretencious. Yet, I continue to be influence by the past,
knowing all aloag that the future relies heavily on it. Concord represents
the concept of revolution, the social inquiry of its foremost writers, its
respect for harmony, and much more. It will always be someplace fun,
and someplace special to me. By the time the canoe had, completed its
course, I think I had my friends believing that there was no place quite
like Concord, too.

SPECIAL TO THE COMMENT:

48 What?
by Bill Swift

\
Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday as I have peered out of my
Western Civ. class window, I have noticed a situation which has been
source of consternation to me. I want to know why Bridgewater state
College is flying a 48 star flag. Since Dean Breslin has no answer to this
query, I shall attempt to give some possible theories behind the reasoning
for flying a flag.that has two less stars than states.
1. Perhaps the administration is unaware of our most recent states.
(Their names are Alaska and Hawaii) It is possible that they are sQ
wrapped up in whatever it it they do all day that they may have missed
their' additions to our United States.
2. Maybe it stands for the numberofvalid valuable courses offered
here at BSC. (On second thought though, there would be too many stars
for that.)
3. Perhaps there is one star for every student here with an IQ of over
50.
4. It could stand for the number of mature adults (that includes
faculty, students and administration) we have running around our
campus.
5. It could stand for the number of edible, enjoyable meals served by
Saga. (Again I think there would be too many stars.)
6. It might represent the number of faculty employed-by the CIA.
(What do you mean, we don't have any? Of course we do. Everyone
knows it.)
,
7. One possibility is the number of parking warnings given to faculty
members before they actually get a ticket.
8. It could be the number of walking cadavers presently teaching here
at BSC. (Some people don't let anything stop them.)
9.. One possibility is the number of students and faculty that have
gotten here as a result of either direct nepotism or by a "Friend" who
has put in a fix for them. (But here we have the other side 0 the coin; not
enough stars.)
10. P'ossibly it's the number of undamaged rooms at the hill this year.
n. Or maybe it's the number of nervous breakdowns suffered by not
only our glorious leader Sue-Sue but our own as well, as we try
(Sometimes in vain) to put out this paper.
As you can see the possibilities are endless. Until we get some kind of
official response from the administration, I guess the only answer is to
pic~ your favurite theory and wait.

Qrd therefore
-.. r S6Mtitlfes
fall') liKe
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SOMETHING NEW

AT

GREAT

HILL

,Do.ctor's

Apothecary:
0' Ann

Hackenson

What? A drugstore in Durgin
Hall? No, not exactly. What has
actually taken place is the
establishment and grand opening
ofa store. Its list of available
items include candy, cigarettes,
soaps, psstries, soda, ice cream
and a sandwhich bar.
It is
financee by SAGA and Durgin .
Hall, with SAGA paying the
majoriy of fees.
A policy now in effect at the
, new store, is the procedure which
must be followed in order to make
a }>urchase. No money is passed
over the counter at any time, bllt

"

rather the student purchases a
ticket before hand, which - is
broken into denominations . of 50;

been well-received by students
mainly bec,ause; on the low cost of

its,lteiJ:l5'.":"A'I?.~!tPRESENT, THE
RUNNING
Z:;; 10 and-:;, CeIit5~-The price is ~ ST'ORE- . ."""IS'

$3.20 or $5.40, the20¢and40¢ being
the tax. With these tickets, -the
price of the products bought is
punched out,
They may be
purchased at the desk of Durgin
hall from Tom Holmes.
The supervisor for the entire
operation is Resident Assistant
Tom Holmes. Students from the
Hill act as "cashiers" , whose
salaries are paid by SAGA.
The Doctor's Apothecary has

SMOOTHLY AND IS AN' ASSET
TO THE Hill.
Its hours of
operationare from 3-4:15 and 7llpm, seven days a week. THHE
MAIN REASON FOR ITS
ESTABLISHMENT WAS AN
EFFORT TO .SAVE THE'.
STUDENTS MONEY AS wELL:::;
AS FOR CONVENIENCE: THHE?1
PRICES AS THEY STAND NOWr\:~
ARE VERY LOW. Wheree'
'can you buy a poisicle'for 5f!.
>

-»

Declaration of Maio
continued from pg. 2
Geography
Hist:ory

DEClARATI ON OF MAJOR
DALEY WHITFIElO N .

S304

HAME;

B-36

CURRENT AREA OF INTEREST:

CURRENT ADVISOR:

Math & Compo Sci.
Phil. & ReI. Stud.
Health & Phys. Ed.
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish
Special Education
Undeclared

S-205
L-215
S-lec
S-108

••

ID. NO.

MCGUIRK

MAJOR:

CHECK IF YOU WISH TO MAJOR
FIELD SHOWN ABOVE

IN THE

REMARKS .................................. .

......................... ............. .
":

L-I01
L-212
L-102
L-I06

.. siGiiATURE .Of' DEPARTMENT' CHAi RHAN....

B-AUD
U-DEM

999999999

ElEII EDUCATION

TO BE COMPLETED BY NEW DEPARTMENT
CHAIRMAN
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~

NEW ADVISOR

------~

•............................... '.

.-

SIGNATURE OF" NEW DEPARTMENT CHAlli~:

DIRECTIONS. PRE-PRINTED INFORMATION
NOTED I N "REMARKS." I F YOU WI SH TO J,UST BE CHECKED BY STUIlENT AND CORRECTI ONS
THE APPROPRIATE BOX AND PRESENT FO
JOR IN YOUR CURRENT AREA OF INTEREST, CHECK
IF YOU DECLARE YOUR MAJOR IN A NEWR~RAT DEPARTMENTAL MEETING TO THE DEPARTMENT CHA I R/1AH •.
FORI1 AT DEPARTMENTAL I1EETING TO THEc~iR~~PLETE THE RIGHT-PAND SECTION AND PRESENT·
THE DEPARTI1ENT WILL RETURN FORM TO ACAOEM I C A~~ I ~~~. NEW AREA.
: .

1976-77 Mass. Board of Higher Education
Scholarship RENEWAL forms are in the Financial Aid Officewaiting to be signed by renewal appli'cants.
Other financial
aid appl ications for 1976 -77·Jnc I u d';n9
.
BaSIC Grants, Parents .Confidential Statements
T

and
Student Financial Statements
·are available and should be subm itted b f
L
e ore t~e summer
so that students can be notified about tho
.,
.
rer aSSistance for
1976-77 before they return in Sep t em b er.
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Student GovernTnent Association
1-----------------------------------------Student Government Association
I
I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

available positions for the next academic year.
These positions are appointed by the Senate

: Minutes from
the Meeting
I
I

Name:

•

. Address:
Phone or ext.:

I
I
I
I
I
I

by Mike MacHardy

Chief Justice

State College
Coordinator

•

I
I

Associate Justice

I

Attornev

General

Executive~

Advisor

I

.,

Handbook

I
I
I
I
I

.£
Ie·h eck -0ff
_ Y9ur: pre.lerance
and return

I

to t h e

SUI
£
B00th• WT
•. _. n.lO
"' e WIell h e filii.ng these
: by May 4 • So apply as soon as Rossihle.

etieons,

II

.•... ....
.

~

_ _ _ ... _ _ _ _ _

POSI

BREAKFAST
AT McDONALD'S®
Start your day a-hummin a great
new way. Join us for breakfast

fresh Eggs.
Country Pork
Sallsago. T ousted
Engli!3h Muffln_

I Tom Landry stated that SAGA·
- ; s seeking anew extended food
~ervice contract for three years.
Legislative Affairs began
.liscussion concerning senators'
opinions in the feasibility fo
scheduling all class elections for
the same day at the usual
location, across from the
bookstore, beginning next year.
Some
of those who
were in favor of this proposal
stated that more students wold
. probably vote because all
students walking by or around the
bookstore (or any where else in
the Union) would be elegible to
vote. Nobody would have to ask
the question, "Is this my day to
vote?" as is often asked. This
could be a good idea if the proper
steps of organizing such an

election are taken. 'It could also . senators of the Students Govern-

HOTCAKES
& SAUSAGE
2 Golden Brown
Hotcakos.
Country Pork

C• •

\-.,
)i

Delicious with
Coffee, Juice ...
or by itself.

SmlGage.
Syrup.
fiutlor.

EGG
McMUFFIN'P)
Eml Grilled in Butter.
Canadian Bacon"

Gtlf!H~;O.

ron~ted

Ennlisl1 Muffin.

We do it all for you

I

vacant offices which had no
on the ballot. (thats alot
of write-ins which had to be
counted). Tommorrow, April
21st, class elections for the Class
of '79 will be held across from the
bookstore from 9 am to 4 pm. All
freshmEm should make an extra
special effort to vote. Jim Billings
and Nancy Inman are up for reelection as President and vicePresident respectively.
Both
are unopposed.
The other
candidates are as follows:
Treasurer ,<Karen DeWolf,
Peggy Linehan; Social Director,
Christine Convey; Publicity
Director, Sue Coleman, Leanne
Perry; Class Senators; James
Duplisea, Maureen Hegan, Mike
MacHardy, and one vacant seat.
Ray stated that much of his
time has been taken up lately with
dealing with the State college ReOrganization Plan. He also said
that he has been hearing comments from commuters who do
not feel it is fair that they should
have to pay the same Health Fee
as dorm' sfudents, because they
(commuters) don't require full time
medical
treatment
(especially when at
home).
Dotty Tisevich, 1st VP and
Presieent
elect,
nformed
senators that the SGA orientation meeting will be held next
Thurday , Apri122nd, to introduce
SGA procedures to newly-electedI names

ment Association.
result in mass 'confusion if there
Next, for the thired conweren't at least four tables, one
for the executive offices and one secutive week , Dotty turned the
meeting over to 2nd VP, Wayne
fore each of the three classes ..
Goudreault while she proceeded
Sandra
Hunt,
Assistant
to present the Senate with another
Treasqrer, stated tltat all SGA
28 undergraduate Csrriculum
funded organizations have been
Cimmittee (UCC{
recomsent letters from the SGA inmendations. ULTIMATELY
forming them of upcoming budget
hearings with Ways and Me~"" ALL WERE ACCEPTED. Several;
were concerned with new physics
The SGA "Buzz Raffle"
courses being offered.
held across from the bookstore
Finally , the purchase of two
until April 28thn is selling out fast;
silver bowl awards, was
first prize is a $50 buzz of your
discussed Ray said the bowls
choice.
would be given to two retireing
In the Executive report, Ray
professors at BSC. Authorization
Raposa first spoke on the Class of
was
granted by the Senate for the
'78 elections which were held,
purchase .
. Wednesday april 14th, Those
oophmores who didn't vote, may
not know that there were six

or take it away.

2 GrudcA

I~~~v~~ril C~:!~i~::tin~e!~~

----~--------------------.----~--- ---~
-

WAKE UP TO

SCRAMBLED
EGGS &
SAUSAGE

Before I get into the business at
hand, I will mention that two
weeks ago I wrote that Treasurer
Lynne Borski, announced that the
Treasurer's report had been
erroneous regularly since September. I failed to include the
fact that the report had been in
erro bfore Lynne took over the
office of Treasurer, therefore she
was not responsible for any
inaccuracies in the report up to
that point. At this time, the
Trea.surer's report is accurate
and up-to-date.
In SGA Committee reports, of

fJAi,-..
..............

Mc~on'lld'S

Bridgewater

Raynham

Broad St., Rte. 18
Campus Shopping Plaza

Route 44
365 Cape Highway

Would you like to have as equal a voice in the governance of
~------~--------------------.

I Bridgewater State College as the administration and faculty does? If so

, here is your chance- simply indicate which areas you are interested in
• ,below. Delegates for next year will be placed on AU College Committees
I , which are made up of faculty, administrators and students. before
I finals start.
'{ WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE GOVERNANCE OF THE
I FOLLOWING AREA(S) FOR NEXT YEAR BY BEING APPOINTED TO
I AN ALL COLLEGE COMMITTEE. MY INTERESTS ARE:
I--ATHLETIC POLICY
I---BOOKSTORE ADVISORY
.--CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT
I-----UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM
I-----HONOHS AND ADVANCED PLACEMF~NT

.--·---THAI<'I"IC CONTROL
-LIBRARY COMMITTE:I<~
: --TEACHER PREPEHA'fION
--HEAUfn SERVICES
'---ATHLETIC FEE COMMITTEE
'.-RECHUITMENT. ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID
-LONG UANGE PLANNING

I MY MAJOR IS:
I

I
I
I

I
I

,
I

'NAME:
I
I ADDRESS:
I
IPHONE OR EXT.:
IYOU WILL BE CONTACTED!!!!! Please return this form to the SU I
I~Information Booth~or to theSGA Office in theSU as soon as possible. ~_J
.
I

______ __________________
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The plight of the Transsexiu~l;

Paula Grossman
Paula Grossman was a school
teacher. Now she's fighting for· '
her job. After 31 years as a school
teacher Mrs. Grossman underwent a sex reassigment
operation, changing her from a
man to a woman. The school
system is which she was teaching
and in which she held tenure,
~uspended her without pay due -'
solely to the fact that she was a
transsexual. Currently, Mrs.
Grossman is touring trying to.
clear up the misunderstanding on
thie subject.
On Tuesday; April 6th, Paula
Grossman spoke to a ballroom
packed with students. She began
by asking how many were
education majors. The purpose of
this line of questioning was to
establish the
fact that as
education majors we are taught
that,we must respect everyone's.
individual differences. She stated
that "there is little in fact individual differences tolerated."
Mrs. Grossman then went on to
describe wha t transsexulism is.
Mrs. Glossman was very' un·Transsexualism is a' mdical ~nlling and tried to help her
problem -"It's a gift or a curse.!'
husband over this tremendous
It is a chromosomel malfunction
hurdle. They continue to live
which shows no outward signs of
together today, six years after
deformity. "There is no pleassre . the operation, as a family unit.
in being a transsexual" it is all . They have three;children who,
suffering, lots of it.
Mrs.
Mrs. Grossman said, choose toGrossman noticed her problem at . remain women.
the age of five but said that it
The session concluded with a
didn't cause any great physical
question and answer period.
discomfort until about the age of
The students react-ed rather well,
forty. At the afe of 29 Mrs.
but some posed some very inGrossman, then a man, married
timate questions without regard
hi~' wife of today. The original
for Mrs. Grossman :as a person.

Special Olympics,

Poli-Hockey
At BSe
On Saturday, April 10, from 94pm, Bridgewater State College
hosted its annual poli-hockey
special olympics. Schools from
surrounding areas sent .their
teams to the Kelly Gymnasium
for a day of fun, laughter and
competition.
Giving assistance and also
officiating in the events were
students from SSC. They offered
their services for the day to aid
in the activities.
The gym was jumping with
life, with laughter, with the joy
of knowing people care and gave
their time to show it. A day for
all to rmember!

Student Government Association at BSC
,\

Dr. Cox is a member of the .

Buzz R'offle

.-tes·
?(\,..
Drawing:

.Dr. Harvey Cox to Lecture
. Baptist Churchi j was assigned to
maintain
two-way
communication between East. and
West for the Gossner Mission in
East Berlin; in 1970, lectured at
the Pontifical Catholic University
of LitnliYBeru;' and in 1974 taught
at the Seminario Bautista. de .
Mexico.
Prof. Cox serves as·· an·
Editorial Board member of
Christianity and Crisis,
his most recent book,"Seduction'
of the Spirit" was a nomineeJoc'
the National Book Prize in 1973.
He was' recently one of Ute::
principal writers of the "Boston
Affirmantions. "

Wednesday., April 28,1976 at 11:30 am
in the S.U. Foyer

Tickets may be· purchased outside of the Bookstore, anyday!!
or from' any SGA officer
health Fee from page 1
These three
proposals have been submitted by
. the Higham, Neilson, Whitridge
. and Reid Insurance Co., (see
. March 25th COMMENT for
-complete out line of the policies).
An additional forth alterna tive
has been submitted by the Fred S.
James Insurance Co., and details

on this can be obtained from the
SGAoffice on the 2nd floor of the
Student Union or , at the polls
located across from the bookstore
on the 28 and 29th. The polls will
be open,
(April 28), 9-4
and 6-8, and Thrusday (April 29)
9-4. "'.

·· ... -As Ray Raposa stated in his

open letter concerning the health
fee situation at Bridgewater in the
April 1st COMMENT; T e college
is faced with a probale loss of over
$40,000 in health services ~reas .
This includes; a drastic reduction
in nurse coverage, lab facilities, a
school physician t ~Dr. Zalon our
present physician is retiring),
medicine and gynechology services.
Whether you are a dorm
student or a cimmuting student,
some form of health insurance is
a must.
Take the time to vote on
Wednesday or Thurdday.

Professor Harvey Cox, who
teaches at the Harvard University Divinity School and the
:~;~·
asthor of several books, will 5~ 10 LLil...:f.JwALspeak at the Massasoit Com· -'-UJw LJ1ilJLlI1WtL ./J'nL,r.
munity College in VBrockton,
. . 77-April 27 4\t 7;30. PM, IN THE Ll.In.f5i.. JJ.~J;ud ~
Lower Lounge of the college ./i?Uf &1n7'
administration building.
His
(J
subjec t
"The Relevance of
~l
L
Religion", the genera] public t
,.!JAl.IJ/rlIP..faculty
and stUdents
of
Bridgewater State College aJ'4
invited to hear t is innovative and L - - - - . ; -__r1£!:I.mJ'-'~!i;1;._-J
exciting author.

r<f'f.--;-----------.. .
!,I

Applications for the 1976-1977 Board of Governors

and Program Committee are now available in (h'e
Union Information Booth.

Student

All applications must be

completed and returned to the Director s Off"
.,
Ice h y'..
May 3 at 5 p.m.·

Orientation meeting for all those who

will·be held at 6:30p.m.·in the Forma·} Do,
R
IDlng oom

April 20, 1971l
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The Naval Reserve.
WHILE YOU I RE

GOI~NG

TO . SCHOOL

A part~time iob
that pays off big fo~ veterans. '
In training. Opportunities.
Benefits. And cash.
It takes little time from your
studies to be a Naval Reservist.
Just one weekend a month or one

evening a week, plus two weeks
a year. But it's time profitably spent. As a Naval Reservist you have an opportunity
earn shopping privileges
at armed forces exchanges. You
are entitled to Servicemen's
Group Life Insurance. A program of medical coverage for
yourself during drills.
A regular monthly pay
check. And the Naval
Reserve provides the
first step toward a
Naval Reserve Commission without an Active
Duty requirement after
you receive your
degree!
to

So if you're a veteran of the
Navy or any other branch of th,
Armed Forces, why not get a go·
thing going for yourself? Cal
us and see if you qua~ify, for
the Naval Reserve. Our number
is 335-4141 or 335-4142.
Call Any .Day!
Be Someone Special in the

NAVAL RESERVE.

I

"
"

I

j
)
J

1
1')
)
I
I

)
)

NAVAL AIR STATION
SOUTH WEYMOUTH, MASS
335=4141 or 335-41

J

)

)

~

I
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F1l11lily Plot
A Grave Comedy
By Bill Swift

MODERN DANCE CLUB
PERFORMS
The Spring Performance_
of creative dance will be
presented on Friday the 23 at 8pm
in the Student Union Demonstration Room. This year's work
will be shat'ed by members
members of Dance Cub and dance
classes as well as members of the
faculty. Also with us will be
dancers from the Dance Now
Group of Newton.
,The program begins with an
introduction of dance which helps
in a better under- standing of
dance through audience' participation. . All the dances are
created by the dancer themselves
and are based on a variety of
themes' and accompaniments
including: the dulcimer, finger
harp, American Indian drums,
flute, mouth bow and even a
synthesizer.
We also will be
dancing with some very usual and
unusual objects: a ladder, a
parachute, a raffia skirt, cardboard boxes. aI)d masks which

'wer'e made by the students
themselves.
There will be a
weaving dance under the
direction of Mss. Joan Hausiath,
professor of a Textile Design
course at Bridgewater. The last
dance of the performance will be
done with lighted candles.
The program and poster
design was selected from among
those prepared by students of
Mrs. Kendall's Design class.
Lighting will be done by Barry
90hen, a communications arts
and science student.
The officers of the dance club
are:
Lynn Campbell - President
Susan Pratt - VIce-president
Melanie Meuse - Secretary
Pat Janelle - Treasurer
Ms. Cora Miller Wells is our
faculty advisor.
Everyone ~
collegt:. faculty and community
members - are welcome to attend
this celebration of dance. There
will be no admission charge.

Harvard Drama Club to Present,
IJThe Council of Love"
The Harvard Dramatic Club Breton has called Panizza
"brilliant" and "a genius".
will present Oskar Panizza's
Suggested
for
.mature
unusual play "The C ounc.il of
Love" at Harvard University's audiences only, "The Council of
Loes Drama Center in Cambridge Love" is being' produced by
for two weeks starting April 29. ' Harvard senior Sharon Henry and
'I:he Council of Love" is a directed by Senior Richard Pena.
Performance dates ar' Thurdisturbing satire concerning
human decadence and divine sday thru Sunday Aptil29, 30, and
retribution in which God, the May 1, 2, and Wednesday thru
Church, morality, and human Saturday May 5-8, nitely at 8 pm.
sexuality are all made ridiculous. Special group rates are available
o ROriginally written in 1898, tje to secondary school and
play washhounded from the stage university theatre parties. For
by German authorities. It has ticket information and reseronly recently been discovered as vations, contact the Loeb box
an important precursor to the office, 64 Brattle St., Cambridge,
modern avant-~arde: Amlre
864-2630.

Class of 1978
Election results
President

Stephen McCutchen

Vice-President

Barbara Alexander

The "Hitch "
is back. His new film is his
i);)rd in a career spanning
several decades. All I can say is
that he certainly has not lost his
touch. He is still the master of
suspense in anyones book.
"Family Plot" proves that he is
not growing feeble in his old age.
(He's seventy something.)
The film concerns itself with
the lives of two couples and how
they are irresistably drawn to
each other. The first character
we meet is a medium (Barbara.
Harris) who is in the middle of a
'seance for an elderly wealthy
. eccentric. This medium turns out
be both a fake and a nymphomaniac. The woman hires her
to find the illegitimate son of her
late sister, who had been given
away at birth to prevent a
scandal. The medium and her
lover a cab driver (Bruce Dern)
set out to find this child who is
now around 40, We are then introduced to the other couple. 'A
young woman disguised in a
blonde wig and wearing six inch
heels, goes to a government installation. to pick up the ransom
that she and her lover and helper.
have demanded. The wonuln
(Karen Black) and the ransom (A
ra ther sizable diamond) are
taken by helicopter to a place
where she meets her lover and
partner in crime (WiIIiam
Devane). Meanwhile during the
investigation it begins to look
more and more as if it is Devane
fhat Harris and Dern are searching for, TJ'l"! only problem is
that he doesn't want to be found.

to

Carol Wyand

Treasurer

Ray Oberg

Social 'Director

Barbara Wright

Publicity Director

Stephanie ;.yalis

Senotors

Nancy Torrey Carol Hamilton
liz LeBrun
Elaine Zollo

Barbara Harris is excellent as
the fake medium. She takef her
Tole, makes the best of it and
then goes' one better, Bruce
Dern is equally good as herlover
and does an admirable job.
William· Devane is one of our
better actors (X:0u may
remember him for his compelling performance in "The

Missles of October" as John F.
Kennedy) . His performance
here is a carefully built stunning·
portrayal.
Rounding out the
cast is Karen Black and she also
does well. She is not seen to her
best advantage (As in last years
"The Day of the Locust" and
HNashville"), but she tackles th~'
role with tremendous skIll. I
personnally feel that she is .one of
the four best y.oung actresses in
America today.
(The others
being Ellen Burstyn, Cloris
Leachman, and Elizabeth··
Montgomery)
It was incredible the way that
Alfred Hitchcock put this fiInl·,
together. It is a fascinating film
and is full of plot twists to keep the
audience on their t-oes. The most
memorable' scene was when the
brake linings on Harris' car were·
cut and she and Dern began going
down a very steep hill full of
curves. That ~scene scared the
hell out of me. The screenplay .
was not particularly well written
but the cast andtechnical points
made up . for it.
The
cinemat.ography was very well
handled.
The sets were well
designed and built. And of course
how could it be complete without
a cameo appearance by "Hitch"
himself? (In case you didn't
know that is his trademark.>
This is a truly remarkable
film. A black comedy in the
truest sense. I can only hope that
todays young directors CFreidkin,
Speilberg, Forman, etc,) can do
such good work when they are
Hitchcocks age, See the film. It's
more than worth it.

JOSE FELICIANO COMES

TOBSC
by Gil Bliss
Performers tend to run along
two lines. The majority of artists
write their own ma terial ad
perform j't on recordings and in
concert.
Another group of
musicians are called interpreters.
possess
extraordinary
instrumental or vocal skill.
Examples of outstanding interpreters are Tom Rush, Linda
Rondstadt, and an instrumental
performer who appeared here at
Bridgewater last week; Jose
Feliciano.
Feliciano has excepti.onal
ability on both acoustic and
electric guitars which is more
amazing because he is blind,
Most guitarists look at what they
are doing while they play, but
Jose does not have this advantage.
A sold out SU Auditorium gave
Feliciano and his 3 piece back up
band an enthusiastic welcome as
he opened acoustically with the
Eagles "One of These Nights".
He played two long sets (rare for
a
performer
here
at
Bridgewater) both of which
sandwiched acoustic songs about
electric ones. He drew from an
mteresting range· of material,
anywhere from K C AND THE
SUNSHINE BAND (That's the
Way) and LaB ells (Lady Marmalade) which was dedicated tc
th,e ladies in the audience, tr
)lOnne Warwick and Petel
Frampton (Show me the Way)
He did a lot of top 40 numbers.
flavoring them with his own way!
h.owever with amazing guitar
solos and his own distinctive vocal
Ipreferred his acoustic efforts
t~ the electric ones, particularly
hIS 1nstrunental version oi
Bread's IF" and his theme song
I

Secretary

Not knowing what they want he is
fearful that they not only know
about his present operation but
also about his pas-f The parents
that adopted him were killed in a
mysterious fire in which he also
disappeared without a trace, and
reappeared in his present
identity, a jeweler The whole
film culmina tes in a final confrontation between all four of
• them.

from the show CHICO AND THE L'ecorded by Feliciano, and the:
MAN, The electricportion of the applause must have been directed ~ ,
show was weak, not because of ,at the original performers, who •. '
Feliciano's ability on the electric unfortunately were unable to
.guitar, bur because of his use of appear.
songs which were rather comThe Student Union Fine Arts
mon, The highlight of the electric Committee has been responsible
sets
was
Also" Sprach for mos to of the better en:.
Zarasthustra (Theme from 2001: tertainment on campus, as of latE~; ,
AS sSp ace Oddyssey), WHICH, bringing us su~h people as H~rbie
Feliciano played in the form Mann; Keith Berger; Feliciano;
made famous by Eumir Deodato, and other artists for our benefit.
. although delightfully expanded by Keep up the ~o.od work.
Jose.
The backup band (drums, bass _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • __ .
and key\oards) was solid, takingl
',~:"
, tasteful S.olos and adding power to.
' . '
the front mans excellent'
presentation.
, _
•
The encore was Felicianos
most commercially popular '.
record to date, his version of I
"Light My Fire", which I have ,J"
always enjoyed as much as too
originaL At the beginning of the',
concer~, I wondered whether Jose.
~oulldbe
able to keep. things f
mteresti~g with his style of ill
~erformmg for a long period of-~
tIme, but he showed what a '.
seasoned perfromer he is' "
bringing the mood of the audienc~' "
up and down as he pleased .. Also I
a humorous version of Elvis' I
"Love Me Tender" rendered in I
the way Jose thought many dif- I
ferent artists would Sing it I
(D~lan, Sammy Davis, etc.) I'
WhlC~ . was very funnyy and I
su.rpnsmgly accurate. The only I'
thmg I found annoying about the I
concert was the audience
.
Hi~toricany all unculture dlot 'as I
eVl.denced a t fine arts presen- I
tatIOns and the like, the crowd- I
sta:te? applauding at the I
begmnmg of every song, as SOon I spring is •..
as they recognized it. Manv of I
•
these songs have never b~en
I contest lVInner
•
L.

•

I ,
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Or' how Hal Holbrook shows Rohert Redford
a new IneaQ.ing to the words Deep Throat

By Bi! Swift

Everyone has heard of
Watergate. Some people claim
that we have heard too much of
Watergate and that we don't want
to hear any more. The enormous
crowds linj.ng up to see this
picture seems to indicate
otherwise. [was not'especially ,
knowledgeable
about
the
situation and this movie helped
to clear up a lot of the questions
that were being asked all the
information began coming out
about this skeleton in Americas
closet.
Adapted from a novel by
l'eporters Carl Bernstein and Bob
Woodward, this story shows
basically , how their reporting
discoveries led to the Watergate
st.ory, and unfolded into the
biggest scandal in our history.
Carl Bernstein (Dustin Hoffman)
, a newspaper veteran of the
Washington Post is assigned to
dig out a story on the story. Also
assigned is a rookie reporter of 9
months named Bob Woodward.
Their investigative ,noses tell
them tha t there is a big story
behind the break in at the
National
Democratic
Headquarters; bigger than
anyone could ever imagine. They
become surer as they go along
and find people who are too
scared to talk, unbelievable
contradictions in their talks with
people, denials from everyone
about everything, and answers to
questions that were not asked.
is all very suspicious and

Every discovery
disturbing.
they make is blocked and the
more they actually are able to
discover about the incident the
higher the list of involve~ent
grows in stature and eventually
leads all the way to the top.
Fortunately for us these two
reporter/:) were able to find out
enough information to piece

All Oscar Nomination next year
would( not surprise me a tall.
Dustin Hoffman also does a
convincing job. Unfortunately he
does not exhibit the raw power he
showed in "Midnight Cowboy"
and "The Graduate", and as a
result his performance" in my
opinion, is not as good as his costars. The films supporting cast

is exceptional. Jason Robalrds
as the Posts' publisher is
remarkable and gives a dynamic
portrayal. Martin Balsam and
Jack Warden also do extmordil1ary work as
editors
on the staff. Hal Holbrook plays
Deep Throat,Redfords sOUl'ce of
in depth information. His performance
is
fantastic,

together an accurate picture o~
what exactly went on. The rest
is history.
Robert Redford is turning out
to be quite a good actor. I con
sider this to be the apex of hh
career to date.
He is trul~
amazing. He is totally believable
and he carries his part
well.

espeCIally considering that we
never get aeleal' shot of his face.
His voice is compelling and he
did a beautiful job. other cast
members, including Meredith
Baxter-Birney, Ned Beatty, and
John Fink, all add to one of the
best supporting casts in film
historv. ,
This film was produced by
Robert Redfords new firm called
Wildwood productions. It is an
exceptionally well produced film
and it is a fine start for the'
company. The director did an
outstanding job of amassing the
cast, and technical people and
ending up with a superior piece
The
of entertainment.
cinem~tography was sharp and
well defined. The film editor did
a phenomenal job of putting this
film together.
The finished
product is devastatingly effective. The, screenplay was
accurate in depicting the.
seeming ineptitude 1)f the
coverup.
Obvously if the lines and the
audience reaction to this film
are any indication this film will
do incredibly well at the box
O1fice. It deserves it.
It is
realistic and presents theevidence in what would appear to
be the way it actually happened
showing the mistakes'on both
, sides
. .T~i~ is one picture '

r;J
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CHORALE

CONCERT

Last week the Chorale and
::;hamber Singers performed at
the All State Festival Music
Educators
Convention
in
Plymouth. The honor that hasd
been bestowed on us (i.e. to
perform) turned out to bea rather
dubious one.
Under the circumstances, our performance
was a good one and the audience
recieved us welL
.
There were some problems
that not on1y had we not expected,
but were surprising to the point of
being ridiculous. First of all, we
were required oto sing in a
. cafeteria. Then to'make matters
worse, we had to fold up all the
tables and set up the seating
arrangements ourselves. Then
we had to go on a scavenger hunt
that should not be missed, not for risers for us to stand on. We
'Jnly because of the· historical just barely had enough time to
value' of the film but also because warm up. It was a crime. Any
it has entertainment value.
meeting of this sort sh01.,tld be
, more well prepared than this was.
I also went ot the same con. vention last year aas a member of
Chamber Singers and the conditions there were almost as bad.
So this is not'an isolated incident.
Last ye!3r we had to compete with
display instruments being played
in the next room. More attention
really needs to be paid to these
affairs.
The chorale began with several
selections including "Modern
Music" and "Come Where My.
Love Lies Dreaming". Next the
Chamber Singers went on and
never diminishes throughout her
ga ve a very enjoyable pertwo hour performance. She
formance, doing numbers such as
delivers the lines of Ms Dicken"Chester" and "When Jesus
son's poemsCwhichrun in and out
Wept".
The Chorale returned and
of her monologue) in such a way
completed their program. In~
that they explode in your heart,
eluded among the pieces was· a
before you realize they've been
selection written by BSC student
recited. Julie Harris is without a
doubt a fine actress,and meets the Rick Schofield, who also acchallenge of appearing alone on ' companied the Chorale on the
the stage---of being the solitary piece. The final piece "0 Magnum
star that Emily was,with an ease Mysterium" sounded incredible;
even though the 'shreiking
that is overwhelming.
childrens voices could be heard in
The 'BELLE OF AMHERSTis
the background ..
clearly a product of the s perb
So you see, this "honor" has
direction of Charles Nelson Reily
who lets not the slightest moment been bestowed on BSC for the past
pass without capturing the subtle tWDconsectutive years and we
have not allowed· the adverse
nuances of Emily's soul. It is
surroundings CWh,ich seem to get
(as Ialready stated)also the
result of the commendable and worse every year) to affect our
Hopefully, next
creative script of William Luce performance.
and the pervasive talent of Julie year, if we are invited back, the
Harris. Last but not least it is the conditions will be markedly
embodiment of the magic of improved and our performance
Emily Dickenson which cannot be will exceed our showings in
duplicated. See it if you see previous years.
nothine, else.

TIl BELLE OF IIIERST
B88

it

8V11

if ,au

B88

lathing alsa

by Maura Curley Bostdorf
Poets have traditionally lived
in their poetry ,revealing through
their provocative arrangemen.t
of words their innermost selves,
They have been, for the most
part, solitary people. Consequently, it would seem a bit
incongrous to find any poet,
especially the reclusive Emily
Dickenson appearing on stage in a
crowded theatre. Yet in THE
BELLE OF AMHERST onstage
at the Colonial I found Emily
Dickenson alive in the person of
Julie Harris ... and became intimate with her.
Ms. Hal'l'is embodies the life
lived
by
one
of
AMERICA 'Sdearest loved and
perhaps least understood poets.
She,as Ms. Dickenson shyly invites us into her home and humbly
offers us Ms Dickenson's favorite
recipe for black spice cake. Instantly the distance between the
sta.,ge and !he audience,
diminishes. All barriers melt
away as we are transported
through time and space to

, .Amherst, Massachusetts in the
,e ',ghteen hundreds. !found myself

sitting 'with Emily Dickenson in
her living room ... and extremely
grateful for my visit.'
Prior to seeing this production,
I must admit, 1 was a bit skeptical
as to the intent,as well as the
effectiveness of a play about one
of my favorite poets. Emily
Dickenson born in Amherst Mass,'
on December 10,1830 seldom,if at
all ventured from her homestead
up untill the time of her death
there in1886. For someone to
construct a script about this
woman without having act~ally
kn?wn her,Ifelt, was flsky
lJJ:31~eSS, and. feared th?t the
gemus of Ms. DIckenson mIght be
violated. This . however, obviously
did
not
happen.
Playwright William Luce, with an
almost divine sensitivity(but
without taking any omnipotent
liberties) weaves for us
his
script an Bmily that is brilliant,
warm, extremely vulnerable and
precisely human. Drawing from

in

Free Pregnancy Tests. .

uaN

lLober£{ anb et1)er
Once again the b s c community has been blessed with
another one of those cpmpact
mini- productions known as
studios. Studio's 90n case
someone doesn't know areO)

ABbRTlON • GYNECOLOGICAL CARE
MALE & FEMALE STERILIZATION
.,.
h
'"
,indiVidual counseling wit every service

P.R's:, RIEHM,'

her letters and her 'Wealth of
poems(she wrote nearlyI700in her
lifetime) he creates an image of
Emily that is as historically
correct as ,possible. He does not
indulge in the dangerous suppositions that marr' many 'a
biography.
Undoubteddly he has presented
Julie Harris with a fine piece of
material from which she extracts
even the most subtle flavoring,
'The audience is easily charmed
by the manner in which
shetravels through time revealing
the never before told stories of the
young Emily,hopeful and perhaps
even a trifle giddy--at fourteen
declaring .. boldly to her sister
Livinia that she will soon blossom
and grow to become the belle of
Amherst.--the middle aged
Emily mellowed and comfortable
in the 'society of her own SOUl',
,AND
THE older
Emily
questioning earnestly her own
finity. Ms. Harris portrays Emily
Oickenson with a vitality that

short
which atrs
originate
and'
in ourproductions
communication
science s dept. tThey are directed
'1842 BEACON ST.• BROOKUNE. MASS., 02146
i;l by students who wish to gain first
i"l
hand knowledge by directing a
o
B
~ show of their own.
~
Tuesday, april 13th the show
o
a~~~~~~~~~~D~~~~~~~~~~~~~ LOVERS
AND
OTHER
o
o

g

'·H
, .. ·.

1617} .738-6210

0

~

~tranger~

STRANGERS was presented.
This production was staged at'
noon and in the evening. Judging
from the audience response, it
was apparent that director
Dennis O'neil did some- thing
right. Especially noticible was
his creative stage direction and
lighting: He also seems to have
milked his actors for whatever
they were worth. ,as they all gave
wothwhile perfromances.Brian
Me Namara as Frank did very
w2H with his role. and Jeft little to

be desired. l£quaHy adequate was
Mile Norton playing his sensitive
son. Maureen Bray as Beatrice
had' her work cut out for her,
trying to imitate an. aging italian
momma. Maureen is only a freshman, and, considering the handicappe of her young voice won a
winning struggle inher role. Jane
Laffyas Joan was in tune with
her role and presented her rapid
mood shifts in a very believable
way. Thanks to all who worked to
make the production a sucess
Long Jive the studios!
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STAGE BAND AT RATHSKELLER
who cared???
majority of the band members
ofus in the audience who were were volunteering their services
The Bsc stageband sporisored by
interest·ted in the music to hear to the BSC community ... Was
su program commitee played
the band,but it was also imlast night in the rathskeller.
this anyway to thank them?
possible,Ihave been told by Some of the band members have
They were really superb. Some
many members of the band, for
of the band memoers played
them to hear each other or the gone to college specifically for
better than they ever have in
music they were playing. music s· pecializing in it f9r four
their many years of playing
Professor Gannon who is in years or more. They have played
by Gil BUss
music.Iwould' write a le'ngthly
professionally and gotten paid
charge
of
the
bandhad
to
count
review of the evening .. .if I really
off a couple of times before a high wages for one night's work.
believed anyone wanted one.
told
YET ANOTHER INDICATION THAT BSC
few numbers before the band Never had they,Iam
Judging from the behavior of the
,however, incurred the reception is behind the times. The ~dministration of San Jose State University
could
get
his
cue
to
begin
MAJORITY of the people? who
that they got here last evening.
playing.He pleaded into his 'It is enough to make you want to has launched a formal investigation into charges that at least two dozen
occupied the overpacked
microphon. once or twice for throw your. instrument and the students have been making pornographic movies in their campus
rathskeller ,I am led to believe
quiet 'so we can hear ourselves twelve years that you've put into 'dormitories. The students reportedly have turned out more than 200
that few were interested in the
play' but was ignored (probably it away' one band member told skin flies with full color and soundtracks, over the last two years. The
music being played, while many
films allegedly sold to pornography wholesalers for nationwide
no one heard him )
more were caught up in
me.
I
don't
know
whether
or
not
the
distribution.
engaging in 'loud, boistrous
WAKE UP BSC
COMThe student enterprise reportedly includes an entire production
su program committee allotted MUNITY! Apathy is one thing...
beha', 'vior(especially during the
anyfunds for the band's per- ignorance and inconsideration is ompany with a producer-director, cameraman, about 25 actors and
band's last set) It was not only
ctresses, and nine assistents who serve as guards during the filming.
formance, but I do know that the quite another!
virtually impossible for the fe~
he pornQ ring was uncovered this week by the campus newspaper, The
aily Spartan. A student reporter said she attended the actual filming
nd that most of the acotrs are students. University president John
unzel responded that "obscene $behavior is clearly contrary to the
niversity policy". Isn't that right Dean Deep?
.
I don't want to dwell on the subject, but did anyone think that David
rye's one hour performance was w.orth two grand?
The For EvefYI!1an Coffeehouse will present Bill Starnes, Friday
evening at 8:30. Bi is very popular in the -New England are and has
played all the top coffeehouses including Passimo in Cambridge. He
enjoys coming to Bridgewater and is especially kno",,"11 for his yodeling
and guitar playing. Also, they have the 25¢ bottomless cup of coffee.
Mayas April did, is bringing some good concerts to the area.- Santana,
who have just released a new album called "Amigos", will appear at the
.' Orpheum on May 8. They are one band who are known to be better at
On April 23, 1976, the National
Theatre Institute's Bus Company scenes written and directed by stUdents from sixteen leading times in concert. Paul McCartney and Wings will be at the Boston Garden
students in the Bus Company.
will begini its two week tour of Ara Fitzgerald will choreograph colleges and Universities across on May 22. The date had originally been postponed because one of the
the nation.
The troupe has members, Jimmy McCulloch, had broken his hand, but apparently he's
college, university and comMs
Fitzgerald
these
works.
worked
with
a
regular staff of ready to go. Robert Palmer will be at Pauls Mall this weekend and is
munity theatres with WILD AND
teaches experimental modern theatre professionals and worth seeing. If you're familiar with him, he used to be the singer for
WILDER. This production is
dance at the Hartman Con- numerous
guest
artists Vinegar Joe. (Whom you are probably equally unfamiliar with.)
comprised of student written and
servatory and at the O'Neill throughout the program. Fred
directed, scenes, a musical dance
Westgate Cinema Centre currently has some fine movies playing.
piece a'nd an adaptation of Center. She is a free lance Voelpel has worked closely with
choreographer and dan'cer in the compnay in both his capacity Besides the Oscar sweeping "One Flew Over th Cuckoos Nest", you can
Thorton Wilder's THE SKIN OF
New York City. This is the first
as instructor of costume design see Alfred Hitchcock's new film, "Family Plot". Hitchcock is a master of
OUR TEETH.
time that original studentthis
iS1

THE NATIONAL THEATRE

INSTITUTE'S BUS COMPANY
BEGINS TOUR

THE SKIN OF OUR TEETH is

wdtten

material

will

be

under the direction of Michael
produced. The scenes emerged
Posnick.
Mr. Posnick is
from the playwriting 'seminar
remembered, for ZEN PLAY,
conducted by Frank Gagliano.
which he directed last semester at
Mr. Gagliano has written
NT!. He lives in New York City
off- Broadway plays and
where he directs operas and off- several
is a playwright at the University
Broadway plays. Mr Posnick is
. of Texas at Austin. He also
a faculty member at the Lincoln
teaches a playwrighting course
Center Institute,
at the University of Rhode
THE SKIN OF OUR TEETH
Island.
will be preceeded by severa]
The national Theatre Instit~te
movement pieces. Lee Theodore
is a one-semester educational
is choreographing a dance revue
program. The final four emerges
to the music of Randy Newman.
from the workshops and seminars
,The music is being adapted by
conducted during the residence
Ms. Theodue and her assistent
period.
All managerial and
Saul Spangenberg, a former NTI
executive
positions
for the final
student.
Last summer Lee Theodo e tour are assumed by the students
in the com company.
choreographed WESTERN STAR
for the Bus Company. She dances
The National Theatre Institute,
and choreographs for Broadway,
of the O'Neill Theatre
a
project
Ms.
films and TV specials.
Center
is
located in Waterford
Theodore is assisted at NTI by
Connecticut,
and patially supSharon Lamoreaux, a dancer
ported by the Rockefeller
from the West Coast. ..
This twelfth
The highlight of the evening Foundation.
will be a dance created around' semester is comprised of 30

and director of the program.

The members of the Bus
Company this semester are:
Larry Corwin, Ellen Glendon,
Tom Howland, Nancy Kerr, Toby
Mardi, and Sarah Zonino (Connecticut College);
Chloe
Amateau and
Hilaty
Chaplain (Hampshire); Betsy
Ballard (Skidmore); Robert FIeri
(University of Maine); Stephanie
Garry and Jeffory Hart (Drake) ;
Louise Gilaman (William Smith);
Marion Markham and Jill Wisoff
(Bennington); Valerie Mehlig
(Brown);
James Metzler
(D;:,:·rtmouth);
Ellen Monsor
(Wellesley) ; Lynn Osborne
(Smith);
Carot., Ostrow
(Vassar); Elizabeth Page and
Scott Smith (Trinity);
Joe
-Roulier (Amherst): Erik Slet·
teland (Washington I :
.
Paul Zawadsky
(University, of Wisconsin); and
Jane Schlossberg of Englewood,
New Jersey, Miles Chapin of New
York City and Jim Stevenson of
Niantic.

the art and preliminary reviews say that

film no different. Also

playing is the brand new "All the. Presidents Men", starring Robert
Redford and Dustin Hoffman as Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein; the
Washington Post reporters who uncovered a great dea} of the Watergate
scandal. Redford reportedly paid a large sum of money for the rights to
make this movie, and it is expected to be a good investment if early box
office returns are any indication.
The ford
Administration reportedly is going to great lenghts to
assure that bicentennial visitors son't find out that the White House is for
the birds.-Confidential sources told the Washington Newsworks that the
folks at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue are playing twillight bird alarms to
frighten away the winged creatures. Government officials are concerned because so many birds have been roo~ting atop the White House,
and leaving their droppings on both the building and visiting dignitaries.
According to Newsworks source, t~e a~arrn sounds a lot iike a bird
"squaking his ass off." More tax dollars.
Speaking of tax dollars, amid all the bicentennial hoopla of this and
that, the federal government has decided' it's not going to be outdone.
They've done something for the bicentennial that no one else can do,
they've re-released the two dollar bill. The bills with Thomas Jeffersons
mug on them were availble Tuesday, and if youre interested in counterfeiting, now's the time perfect time. Unofficial reports have it that
national gay groups were unsuccessful in their lobbying for a bicen. tennial three dollar bill.
I If smokers in the. U.S. think. they are being hassled, read on. Italian
smokers are wondermg whether their government will be able to enforce
t~e worlds ~oughest ba~ on sm- oking, The new law, which covers
CIgarettes, clgar~, an~ pIpes, goes into effect throughout Italy on June 5.
It .bans all ~1!l0kmg III schools, hospitals, libraries, subways, airports,
raIlroad waItmg rooms, sleeping cars, museums, theatres, concert halls
and even restaurants. Better quit while you're ahead.
See you Roundabout.. .....

Choral Society sponsors'
a 40's Swing Band Dance
,The Bridgewater State Co,liege
choral Society Ie sponsormg
40's Swing ....AllCe at the Nationa~ .
~uar~ Armory on t rtes 18 and 28
In BrIdgewater. The dance will
be held from 8: 00 pm to I: OOam
a~d the proceeds of the evening
WIll be dIrected to our Romanian
fund. We now have an extra
year in which t 0 reach our goal
of $60,000. We are leaving in
May of 1977. Donations will be
$l~.OO pe~ couple, including two
drmks. The'. performmg
group will be the South Shore

Orchestra under the direction
of Prof. Vince Gannon.
Reserved tickets may be ordered by calling 697-8321, ext. 361
or 362 between 6:00pm and 8: 00
pm
Monday.
Wednesday
Thur~day or Friday. Please ask
for ~mda. Reserveq .tickets may
be ~I~ked up at the door. Also
add.lhonal tickets may be
avmlab Ie at the door. Ordes
sho~ld be placed by Wednesday
AprIl 28, 1976.
The Bridgewater State College
Cho:al SOciety hves to see vou on

AprIl 30.

~
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AH, WILDERNESS!

by' Cheryl Buskey
Eugene 0' Neill is considerpn
by many people to be Americ a foremost play~rite, and to complete
its' A.merican Season, the Ensemble Theatre has chosen to do O'Neill's
only full length comedy, "Ah, Wilderness!". This play· involves an ideal
American family celebrating the Fourth of July in 1906. They are
average people facing average problems, and they have the strength to
V'iat
solve them.
concerns the Miller family most is the youthful fervor of rebellious
high school senior Richard, played by Actor Mark Cartier. His parents
Essie and Nat played Ann Britton· and BSC veteran Hank Woronicz,
worry about Richards anarchy and literary tastes and his passionate love
for a neighbors daughter, Muriel Macomber played by freshman Michele
Pecoraro. The Miller household is filled with other faces and other
problems besides R,ichard. Mrs. Miller's brother Sid Davis (Jeff Entwistle) isa jovial drinking man who has always been irresponsible.
Nat's sister Lily Miller has always been in love with sid. but never
married him because of his drinking. This role is being very tenderly
portrayed by Karen Hantzes. The other Miller children are 12 year old
Tommy (Joe Mullaney>, fifteen year old Mildred (Donna Kane), and
. Yale student Arthur (Mark Pawlak). Richard strays from his family on
the night of the fourth of July to·a dive
the Pleasant Beach House
where he has a run-in with a tart named Belle played by Cindy Wilcox,
a newcomer to the BSC stage. Richard gets into trouble with a salesman'
,customer (Patrick Barnes) and thrown out by the bartender (Jim
>Hinds).
,:,ome other fine performances will be given by Mike Norton as Arthur's
pal Wint Selby III, and the clumsy but adorable maid Nora, being
played by Judie Bergeron.
>
This heartwarming >comedy is being directed by Dr. Robert Friedman
of th Communication Arts and Sciences Dept. He is being assisted by
senior Theatre major Irene Korabowski, as Stage Manager. The play is
being done in the round with the audience being seated onstage creating a
very intimate atmosphere appropriate for the mood of this tenderly
amusing production.
The Ensemble Theatre is proud to bring you one of the finest plays a
great American Playrite . It is sure to reach the hearts of all, young and
old and we hope to see you at the Student Union Auditorium on April 28,
29,30, and May I what8:15 pm. OnSaturdayMayl there is also a 2:00 pm
matinee. The cost is $1.50 for BSC students, faculty and astaff, and $2.50
for allothers. If you don't have a Season Package Ticket, don't forget to
use it! Ah, Wilderness! is beautiful. Don't miss it!
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29 volunteers are needed Ifor
Special Ol}lmpics which will be
coffee house
held May 1, Saturday from lOam 6 pm at Massosoit Junior College.
Five towns are involved, West
Bridgewater, East Bridgewater, The Living Room Coffeehouse,
" Brockton,
Abington,
and located at 237 Whittenton St. in
- "Raynham. If you are in-" Taunton, will have folk singer
teres ted please contact
Wayne Arruda performing on
for sale
Mullaney , Room 112, Durgin Friday, April 16 at 8:00 p.m.
Summer Sublet Wanted:
Hall.
,Responsible graduate student
Donation is $1.50. •
further
married couple, desire a fur~
info call 822~0016.
?ished 1 or 2 bedroom apartment
1975 CB-750 Honda, blue with
III Boston-Brockton-Bridrewater
lost and found
white, Windjammer III. Clean
area. Dates: Mid or late May
personals
machine, no scratches. 2,500
thru August (flexible). Prefer a
miles. crash-bars. Babied for
place allowing pets (not a
365 days.
Need money for
To the person who lost the
necessity, however). Please
schoo1. Serious inquiries only.
necklace in the Pool-I'm still
cop tact FLEMING Bell. 809 W.
$2,200.00 firm. Ask for Dana, 215
M.O.C.C.T.B.: little hitler needs
waiting for you to come get it: C.
MARKHAM
Ave.
Durham
N
Durgin, x 391. Leave message
to be shot down, was it a hell
Norton, rm. 59. Wood.
701.
Ph~ne
(919)
Carolina
2
aud phone number.
battle?, the coat exchange at
6623.
Tilly, out we are just friends,
1 Wilson T-2000 Steel Tennis
believe me we are!, watching the
,
sponsors
Racquet: Mens size, 4 3/4":
phi pi "!", singing to the sun,
Wanted: Apartment for Summer.
Medium Weight: Brand new,
who says we're crazy?, the big
Married couple interested in Women's Track Club wishes to
unstrung. If interested call x383,
party, hurtin' for certain, rough
renting or subletting an apart- thank all those who sponsored
Pope Hall and ask for Lauren in
times in the rat, i don't like to
ment for the summer. Contact:
their Track-a-Thon March 30th.
room 330.
dance, Merry Easter and that's it
Debbie Roth, Pope Hall, x382, rm. Your contributions "Fielded" the
for this week. Bye-bye... to be
207. Campus Address: box 241, gap and will help us "run" upMinerals--Hey, I've been waiting
cont'd again ... peep, nips, & jinx
Pope Hall.
coming meets.
in these stuffy Geo Labs for two
Hey Murphy what do yoi say?
weeks. You think it's fun here? I
get lonely too. See Scott (Geo
Think we can catch some fish
veterans
today?
Labs). Soon!
Hey Triolo ready your rod. Let;s
1974 Honda CB 360. Only 1200
go fishing down Cape Cod.
opportunities
In accordance with VA Section
miles, ridden only one summer.
We'll rent a yacht and fish for a
1784 (a), title 38, U.S.C., and VAR
Super clean--no spills or scratyear, eat us some tuna, and drink
14203 special attention will be
ches. Burnt orange. $900.00. Call
us sombeer!
given to the record of attendance
587-6847 or"583-0858.
r
"
of all veterans, their satisfactory
MA, Let's keep our friendship for
progress
in
their
courses
of
Tennis Racket-$30 Dunlop, will
always. The midnight talks are
study, and continued good
sell for $15. Bought wrong grip
great, sois the P.C. You and bird
"How to start your won small
standing in all courses. Please
size--used only twice! Size--4 1/2
are
great friend. Want to be
business" - Seminar Wrkshop,
be advised that special reports
light. For more info contact
roomies? Chestnuts! )Don't ever
Fri. April 23 from 4 to 7 pm. at the
will
have
to
be
made
to
the
Kathy Chase, rm. 215 Pope, x382.
give up cause T.W.T. Your loving
home of Prof. Harris - 585-3604 off
Veterans Administration on
daughter
South S1. Kinrston. Berr and
those veterans who do not
1975 10-speed Bianchi Strada,
hot dogs, Miminal susteance
comply with the above
driven only a dozen times or so.
Shorty c.
. provided. Presenting.; mI'. Fred
regulations.
ALL WITHLike new. For other info call
i thought you were worth it
Glass, retired international enDRAWALS AND CHANGES IN
Kentucky, 697-2560.
. but i guess you wer not
terprenuer,
production,
STUDENT STATUS MUST BE
distribution, management expert
REPORTED TO THE OFFICE . i found something better
which is someone who just cares
for several firms in Europe and
OF VETERAN"
AFF AIRS
and
who is not ail EGOMANIAC
South America.
Bridgewater
"Tanted
IMMEDIATELY BY . THE
like you and all the other guys
State College provides a
VETERAN! ! !
at ESC so t.l.t. will not tell
little practical knowledge outside
anymore.-a.f.o.p.
of science departments,
that
Wanted: Houses to paint during
adds to marketabe job skills for
·the summer. Two students inart exhibit
Gary Mac--Allusgirls at the Hill
viable employment fields after
terested in painting houses for
never guessed that you could
graduation. It is also notably
summer employment. Will be
hustle
like that. I hope to see you
to
help
lacking
in
programs
able to beat any professional
Wednesday night, there's a band.
students in setting up their own The children and staff Of the
estimate.
Call 997-2744 after
The Hill Gals.
businesses. Then as gradua tes Early Childhood Learning Center
5:00.
belatedly realize that nobody will invite you to attend Self-concept
No longer will I speak, no lOIP,er
hire in their field of preparation. ' Through Self~expression, an
will you hear, my words of love
In an attempt to partially exhibit of children's art, at the
.
! for which you do
alleviate such.
denial of Student Union Gallery on camnot
care.
I'll
always
love and miss
pus, April 20-23. Opening night for
acess to self-suffiCIency via
you but things will be different
career
eductation
or families and friends will be
now. ,never expect me to come
business/management traiving, Tuesday, April 20, at 7 p.m.
your way for to you I'll have
Wanted! ! ! Roommates from the
Prof. ,Harrris is launching this Refreshments will be served.
nothing to say.
end of school until July 31. Air
seminar -workshop at . home.
conditioning, pool, dishwasher,
Contact Prof. Harris i~ the
NacNamara--8ometimes you
w.h.o. society
wall to wall carpeting. InexPhysics Dept. for directions or a
"Lead,"
sometimes I "Lead." I
pensive! ! Call 697-3053.
lift.
give, you take. I take, you give .
..
Sharing life together. Forever?
Upcoming Events
Baby Blues
f
April 20--Bake Sale, 9 am-3 pm
April 26--Election of Officers
Marko:- Some Instant Karma for
April 26-28-Raffle
youl " ... What in the worl.9 you
April 30--Raffle Drawing
Circle heading:
thinking of? Laughing in the face
May 2--Beach outing for members
Wanted
of kf~! What on earth you trying
and guests
. to do? It's up to you, ya you!"
For Sale
Lost & Found

~LISSlrIIDS

68s- .

housing

Classified Id ,Farm

HOllsing

Ride/Riders Wanted

Personal

Other

demonstration

Ad to read as follows:

-

,-

Classifieds are free for all students,
faculty,staff, and administration of BSC.
For all others, rates are .05¢ per word.
Name

Pl?one

Address

:rotal Enclosed

.

The April 24 Marnh on Boston in
support of school desegregation
will be completely peaceful and
legal j permits will be issued for·
the five mile march and the rally.'
The Coalition for the April 24
March on Boston will train
hundreds of marshals. Marshals
are march and rally participants
who are specifically trainedinadvance of April 24 to insure that
the demonstration occurs in a
smooth and successful manner.
Although the marchorganizers
do not expect any problems,
marshals are needed. Epery
week until April 24, marshal
training sessions will be held at
1530 A Tremont Street in Roxbury at 7 p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday,
and
Thursday
evenings. Coalition meetings
are at 7:30 p.m. every Monday
evening.
For more information on n;mrshal training,
contact Mark Severs at 445-0791.

Need Legal Advice? See the SGA
lawyer in SU 205 and 206 every
Tuesday and wednesday. Hours
and ppointment sheet posted in
SGA office.
To M AND J-For all x what is
all x? Is it all x or all x? But don't
forget your p's and q's. They are
crucial. If you'd shut up you
might learn something. Ennui,
Inc.
Hey Gary: S~orry I didn't ~ you
in the Rat Sunday, you missed a
. good time. I am sorry that WBIM
did not play OUR song but. . . I
hope you stay the long weekend,
we will have a great time. I am
ach n' for your Bacon. Can't
wait. gert.
Laayer on campus every Tuesday
and wednesday in SU 205 and 206.
Hours posted in SGA office.
Free legal information for
students.
Hop-a-iong--Glad to see you're
recovering finally! Just think--all
that pain juet to get out ofT and F
Chris
Renie--Just keep up the old jazz
steps and soon you'll be famous.
A fan
Alpha A-dmirers,t'm very
curious as to who you are. Can we
meet somewhere? How about
Fri. night in 423. Greg "Alpha"
Jones
To my Dad--Happy Birthday and
may you have many more. Your
loving daughter.
The chern major who believes she
can make it 35 times is full of'
empty promise. There are plenty
of rubber hoses in the lab to
satisfy your need No one will
bother .to come close to yo; r
record. . Try 36 Albino pygmies
with 1 leg.
E. R. Btickoan: Who are you?
, Which side of the fence are you
on? Fm " -running" aioundin
circles. Are you free to romp in _
the "fields" or ", RUN" IN
CIRCLES TOO? I. (have) Eyes
(on you)

Juniors-;'l would like to thank
those who voted in the class
elections April 7, especially those
of you who supp rted me. I will do
my best in accomplishing what is
expected of me as a Senior Class
Senator. If at any time, anyone
has a problem or idea, please feel
free to contact me iIi Scott Hall,
rm. 311 or Bo~"9.2. Thank you; Bob
Meehan
-

Charlie (Doug) Manson; .
.Remember Mt. ,tekoa ... This is "
the balls ... why did I bring 4 pairs
of underwear ... 4:30 sunrise .. .
'orange jelly beans ... damn.. .
jiffy pop. . . pass the dogs .. .
community audition 35... come
on kid. . . Bean 17. . . Charlie
'Manson had an ax, gave his family
To Madelyn: If sou cannot locate' 40 whacks ... watch out Charlie .. .
C~arles Pierce--you can always
we're gonna burn you in effigy .. .
COpy THE INFORMATION
thefamHy. Sarge, Squeaky, misty
FB,OM Irving. Ennui, Inc.
shit, tex, and jane.

Through everything I've done,
Through everything I've shared
Final y it comes,
'
YOU NEVER EVEN CARED.
To .
the
Fireman--"Our
relationship is so strong because
we treat each other as equals in
every aspect of life and because
we are completely truthful with
each other' in every word and
thought." s.p.s. _ Love, "Thighs"
(x) (Mx and Jx) implies Tx.
logically speaking the problem is
in the transIt
x--flannelmouth, T--turkey. Who are M and
J in B128? Ennui, IVNC.

To all those third floor "Female
Animals" i Pope Hall-I love you
Roarrrr ... Yours truly, THE
KING OF BEASTS, Right Empty.

aU.

Happy Birthday Charlie (April.
17)n Hope your 21st is the best so
far.
To the Hunter: Where have you
been hunting? I know of at least
on~ . (me) BSC woman just
waItIng" to" be discovered
Signed, fur loving. p.s. What do
you mean by kinky?

To Linda Lovelace and Burnell
Woman: You always use the
To Jack: "I T IS EASY TO FIN bana~a, the pinecone, and the
SWERS TO THE QUESTION vaselme for your big "0" but until
'What is logic?'" (See Charles you use "Mr. Stick" you'll know
P-IERCE) Ennui, Inc. p.s. Is what I mean when I say
"elon~ated." The hound's ex"1 'DOT". OR "horseshoe" more
roomIe.
appropriat~'?

l
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Suzy Creamcheese:
I hate
waiting in lines. If you raise your
prices maybe I can get in. Can't
wait. Hopin and Droolin.
To the Real Bunni--I don't think
you're really hoppin. You must
be losing weight some other way!
Try sitting on it! The weight
watcher.
'
Tess:
Here's the personal I
promised to write. Hope you like
it
Thanks for keeping me
company in the Rat Thursday
night. I had a good time.
'
To C.A.T.--Take it easy. There
are three ye~rs ahead and one
behind. p.s:D on't 4-get to smell
the flowers. L. C. L. P.
Exciteski:
Enough of the
foolishness and on to the real
thing. Many great times await
us! Your lover.
I've never seen a puplr cow,
I never hope to see one.
But one thing I'm sJ.lre of anyhow,
I'd rather see than be one.
1

For all you gentlemen that are
drooling for a chance to meet a
lady like me: My qualifications
are excellent--my fees are low.
20--tall--slim.
Come back to
nature with me. The first lesson
involves a fig leaf. Cheers!
Ar.iswer through personals.
I
can't wait!
ATTENTION:
WOMEN OF
GREAT HILL-- Your quest to find
"Prince Charming" is over! !
Even though I struck out 7 times
a t the last "hill nite," and though
my face is mistaken as the 3rd
place winner of the Nat'l Hatchet
Fight Championships and my
personality is linked tothat of a
deflated Nerf ball, I'm not that
bad --I've still got the 'stache and
the smile! Contact: Room 502
and ask for the bigger of the two-THANX.
Coming soon to the BSC Ensemble Theatre!
I'Victoria
Regina," the heartwarming story
oCa humble peasant's daughter
who rises to the rank of Queen of
England and sovereign of the
Greatest Empire ever shown on
stage. The Red Herring
To V. A.--I do not belong in a
home! Don't be so crass! V.M.
To "The Hack"--Sorry to see our.
"Cape CDuo" break up in track,
but that's too bad!
all the
"Marshall Tucker" music in the
world doesn'Uleal a bad knee, _ I
ought to know. Try some "Frank
Zappa." Summer is just around
the corner, time for beer, babes,
and beaches--in that order. Hope
the knee heals up in time for it-SPYDER.
Where, oh where, has my little ---- gone? Where, oh where can he
be? Love, C.D.
Dear Miracle Worker-·We have
a problem. Our cat seems to have
had all the blood drained from its
body, via two tiny luncture
wounds on its neck. Can you help
us? -The next victim may actually be a I calf!! Until you
help us out, we will have dark
shadows under our eyes from
worrying. g. d. 'n me.
Thus far the 5th floor guys' side
has put the 5th floor girls' side to
shame in every aspect. Maybe
they'll learn L _
• ' and watch
us in action. We have the bst
women, the best men, and the best
tines. Maybe next year.
to the little rirl who flunked her
history test--You're only in one of
my classes, but it's a great cla.ss.
If you'd like some tutormg,
History majors might be your
best bet. You look nice in your
blue mustang,--An admirer.
'-~--Ginily~It was a nice night.
Friends fo;·ever. o. k.? You're
better than most of them. Stay
cool. M. K.

To Ellie the "Red"--If the color of
your head was a bright color
"r.ed" wht would the color of your
thmg be, thing be, thing be.
Peabody Man.

To the sexy thing in the lupins
whose birthday is Good Friday-Watch out for "S-taines" at the
FECH. Could hurt lupins and the
ribbon of moonlight. Cardinal
RicheJieu

Who was that Rag Doll on the 5th
this weekend? Who lives in 517?
509 was lretty quiet. Who wae the
girl who studied Sat. nite with a
six of taIls? Who was the nut with
the camera'?

To the Heartbreak Kid: Time is
almost 'up t The night at the Rat
will be great! There's a new wine
being introdured caned "Rica
Rose." We're rooting for us! The
Red Head and Your Twin

Am sorry I pulled you away from
you: work, Linda. Stall we try
agam some other time? The
smiling, nutty, shoe-stealing
alchemist
To the rabid Lapin~- appy B~Day.
All I ask is that you find what
you're looking for. I know hat it
isn't E;aster eggs. See part II.
The Fox.
Part H--Happy Birthday, Debs:
It's only been a year since last we
met-~ and we all know the old
adage--Youjre not getting older
you're getting ... Alexadria.
'
, ,
Hey, Have you seen the most
beautiful girl, who walked out on
me. T-ell her I'm sorry, tell her
need my baby, oh won't you tell
her that I love her. Tears of a
clow.
To that lonely girl S-at. nite--YOU
COULD HAVE AT LEAST COME
TO
WHERE
OTHER
PEOPLE:WERE THAT NIGHT.
,I for one would have enjoyed
your company. Next time, call
me. It's 0 fun being alone.

I

Anne Marie--A fire captain that
can do the twist, too! How many
more hidden talents do you have?
You are so 217-ish.
Freshmen--,let's show this SChlOI
how to do it. ,please vote in the
class election on Wed., April 2l.
Polls will be in the Student Union
across from the Bookstore all
day. Take a minute and show you
care.

To the Second floor girls at the
,hill: I had a good tim.e this
semester directing all the activities--planned and not planned.
But the biggest plan is yet to
ccme. I know all of you are
waiting qnxiously. Watch out, Ma, you too, Auntie, and especially
you fire captains. Isn't it grand to
know someone cares enough to
keep things happening?
- - - - - - - - - .--~-.Sonya:- Happy BIrthday, Blll
Jean King, We love sa! The
Flavians

Bunny--I love you! Happy nine
months anniversary! Hope the
Eater Bunny is good to you!
Love, Puppy
Class of '79--Let's have some class
spirit, okay'? Please get out and
vote in the class elections.
Elections will be held Wed.,
April 21 in Student U-nion Bldg.,
across fron the Bookstore. (All
day and voting only takes a
minute.)
MA V--I've heard ringlng in your
room late at night. I wish you
would get an unlisted numbel'.
Signed, the Bell Telephone
Conians
T-O Whomever putthepersonal in
week's Comment about' the girls ,
in rm 19 Wood: You're way off
base! Nothing could be farther
from the truth! Signed--One who
knows all three of them and
knows better!
To Cheryl--You still owe me a
game of tennis sometime. Just let
me know when.
Sunshine: Cheer up, dear. It's
to bad someone close can't stare
the same feelings you have.
Maybe you'd be better off with
someone who could return some
of your investment. Keep the
faith and don't lose hope.
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Marko--Some mor~ instant
Karma for you--"What on earth
you trying to see?Laughing at
dools like me? Who on eartbyou
think you are'l A superstar? Well
alright you are!
J(,lckie, Jackie, why so shy?
You could go with any gsy.
Just take your p ck and let h m
kl}.ow.
Out with you he'd surely go!
What school me~ns to me--Partysmoke--drink--crash-hangover-oh no--cram--test-- pa ty--get it on-pot, -drink--drink--smoke--music-crash--hangover--cram-test- .
finals"~o "10--4 years. What now?
Thank You, Juniors for a'great
year, and lets hope for a an ev
en betterSeniorYear. We're all in
this Ttogether! Judy Bergstrom,
Rick Tonner, Sue Ford, Doyle
Russell, LOUISE Murray C'athy
. Hurlburt and
Joan Eaton.
r
My Dear Mr. Davis: Your latest
bid is unacceptable. We don't liI:;
SPAM!
Sincerely, SGA Food
Services Committee.

;~~

,~~.
~ ~
~ .~. ~
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•
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Brian
from S, cituate: Due to class
cancellation, I wasn't able to
make it on the 8th. But if the
opportunity is still open I'll be
there on the 15th. Signed: the
Foxy Lady.
To E. Bunny--Happy Birthday"
When do you want to wrestle? We
can have a birthday wrestle instead of a birthday f---. Lady
Wrestler
To Victoria Regina, the Common
Miller's daughter: It has been
found tha t penguins score considerably higher on IQ tests than
BSC program directors. So, can
you spot the looney? Signed-a
Pooster

Feel
like iust another
face in the crowd?

To 'the Birthday Bunny--Sorry I
can't accomodate you on your BF.
P-erhaps some other time. For
now be content to have a happy24th and maybe I'll see you some
Friday night in the near future.
Love, Lady Butch
To the Easter Bunny whose birthday is Good Fvriday: We all love
yqu. Sidonit, Husskey Susskey.
Ba,by Tuey, the person with no
"i"

Be someone different!

If penguins have high IQ's what

•

Birthday Pooster--Are you dead
yet? If not maybe it can be
arranged. For now Happy Birthday. Yours truly, mrs. Dennis
Moore.

Positions open for next year:
News Editor
Sports Editor

Ride wanted for a birthday
bunny. Your place or his. See
Bukhat~E.QR
'

Class of 79, Thank you for making
"our" Freshman Nite in the Rat a
huge success. Weld especially like
to thank the great number of
Commuters that supported us. We
hope that you had as good a time
as we did. Exec. Board "79"
Happy Birthday Darlene, Hope
you don't age as fast as your cat's!
Happy 19th! Your friends in
Hoorn Hi

'"

•

lOin ~bt ~ommtnt

do birthday bunnies have? Lower
or higher ones. Have a happy
whatever.

plus;

Assist. Business Manager
Assit. Advertising Manager
writers, photographers, paste-up peopJe, typists

Conte in and see for yourself. Office
located on the 1st floor of the

s.u. Building

..
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Lacrosse starts
Saturday·
With their first match coming
up this Saturday, the lacrosse
team wil1 be shooting for plenty of
goals in addition to a successful
season. And, at this point, it looks
as though they have the coaching
and players to do it.

•

I

Once again Bridgewater will
be under the wwtchful eye of
Coach Ann Coakley. Small when it
comes to size but smart when it
comes to stategy, Miss Caokley
has the eperiences of playing and
coaching on an international level
from which to draw.
With coaching
BSC grad Sharon Reed returns
for her second year as assistant
coach.
According to Miss
Coakley, Sharon brings some
"good ideas as well as direct
contact with the regional and
national lacrosse association"
with which she is involved.
With the coaching end of things
looking solid, the number of
returning veterans and the ad·
dition of several newcomers with
potential pr sents an optomistic
outlook personnel-wise. Gone
from last year's starting team
are Sharon Sullivan, Tessie
Mayer, and Kathy Faulkner,
leaving openings in 2 defensive
and 1 center position. Several
different combinations of
players ha ve been tested in the
past couple of weeks, in an effort
to come up with the mo~t effective group. Selection of a
starting team will not be easy, as
several players of near equal
ability are competing for the
spme spots .
. And as far as choosing who
plays where and when, the
decision is made by a 5- member
Selection Committee, a method
unique to the lacrosse team. The
2 coaches and 3 players (
coaches and 3 players (Andy
Golden, Doreen Quintiliani, and
Gina. Silva) elected by their
teammates, picked the team at
the beginning of the season, and
work together at deciding
position placement and starting
lineups throughout the season.
Their job won't be any easy
wont
won't be an easy one, considering
the players available.
Returning from last year are
Paula Agnew, Diane Cleary,
Carol Ennis, Kathy Gibbons,
Andy Golden, Betty Jenewin,
Pat Jordan. Mary Kelleher,

Milady Khoury, Mary Moulsen,
Kathy Parker, Doreen QuintHiani, Gina Silva, Cindy,
Stewart. Karen Tewksbury and
Sue Walas. To date, Mi~s
Coakley'said she is lIeased with
the showing of these players. and
feels they are at higher sklll and
fitness levels than at this time
last year.
Newcomers to the squad include Carol Bolduc, Deb Draper,
Barb Ibbitson, Joanne Laughlin,
Kathy Mahoney, Mary Jane
Muello, Linda Quintiliani, Laura
Rice, Sue ~heehan Liz Sullivan
and team manager Denise
Dallaura. The only thing holding
back some of these players is
their lack of experience, as their
skill level has been imprrssive.
The team will play a 13 game
schedule, with all the matches
within a 4 week period. How well
the Bears can handle such a tight
schedule will be a key factor in
their showing. Though of corse
coaches like to hope for undefeated seasons, Miss Coakley
more realistically predicts a 10-3
record.
I
Currently the Bears look
stonger on attack than on defense,
and so will be working to tighten
up the defense as the season
approaches. Miss Coakley hopes
to take advantage of the speed of
this particular group of players,
utilizing a 9- playe~ attck, a
change from the 6 to 7 player
attack of last year.
-So, make an effort to come out
and catch a few games. If you've
never seen a Lacrosse game,
It's
you'll be surprised.
fascinating
game, yo'll be surprised. It's a
fast-moving, high-scoring, actionpacked sport, billed as "the
fastest game on two feet." All
home matches are played at the
Lacrosse stadium in front of
Great Hill. UP LACROSSE!!!!!
1976 SCHEDULE
.
Sat., Apri117
Boston
3:00
Home
Tues., Apri120 Springfield
3:00 Away.
Sat.,April24 URI(2games)
1:00 Home
Mon., April 26 UMass
3:00
Away
Thurs., Aprig 29 Brown (2)
3:30 Away
Maine
Fri., April 30
3:00
Away
Away

The cold and rain did not. stop
BSC tennis from winning their
home opener against Eastern
Nazarene last Thursday April 8.
The victory was never in doubt as
BSC easily ,won five singles
matches,
Other varsity players gained
valuable rna tchexperience in
doubles, with special recognition
to Carroll Brown and Jack
Solomon who 'played very well
dispite a bitter wind and rain
drenched courts.
Bridgewater,'s tennis team
travelled to Curry College last
Saturday April loth and returned
with an unforgetablELYictory after
six hours of continuous play. Only
three courts were available, and
suspense lingered throughout the
mild, sunny afternoon.
First to play at 1:00 p.m. were
number 4,5,6 singles. ,Joe
Genovese demonstrated his explosive serve and volly game,
easily defeating a very competant
Curry opponent. Dave Izzo never
stopped hustling after deftly
placed grounds trokes , but even,
tually fell victim to a very experienced player. Jeff O'Connell
showed his seven years of interscholastic experience as he
battled for the toughest win of the
day. Facing a very powerful exbaseball pitcher, Jeff consistantly
returned his great service and
two handed backhand with clever
placement mixed with surprising
power of his own.
With a 2-1 lead at 3:00 p.m.,
Bridgewater then entered their 2,
and 3 singles and second doubles. .
Bob Harrington, after suffering
an initial playing lapse, fought his
way back into the match with a
second set tiebreaker win. The
third set was his best per formance to date, as the unlimited
potential of this sophomore
became 'fully visible. As the

MAARESULTS
In one of the closer battles of
the daY,Mark(Hawk) Harri
ngton edged Steve Washkevic~
by 18 votes for the Assistant
Publicity Director's position on
the
MAA Executive Board.Harrington is a junior and
'played in the backfield with
'Washkevich on this year's foot-~
ball team.Gary Mistovich carried
"'60 percent
of the votes in
defeating Jeff Perkins for the
posi tion of Corresponding
Secretary. 'Tic' Mansur was
elected his second consecutive
t81'm as ,president of th.e
Association. Rounding ·.Qgt the
Executive doard were Sid" Tufts(Vice-President) ,Ji:t;n
Reynolds(Secretary) and 'Jeff
Marvelle(Publicity Director) .All .
those men served on the board
this past year· in different
positions than those they were

WOMENS JACKETS ei~~teg~~:
Below is a list of those women
who are eligible for intercollegiate jackets this year as
a result of playing: (1) 3 years on
a team, (2) 2 years on a varsity
team, (3) been a manager for 2
years. If your name does not
appear on this list and you are
eligible for a jacket contact Dr.
Gross. On April 22, from 11 to 12,
all those eligible will be
neasured for their jackets. This
will take place in Room 121 at the
gym.
Paula Agnew
Karen Baptista
Judy Blinstrub
Carol Bolduc
Diane Cleary
Pat DeCosta
Mary DeMello
Diane DUnn .
Ronnie Dunn
Kathy Gibbons
Andy Golden
Rosemary Griffin

Joan Howard
June Hussey
Ruth Jameson
Betty J enewin
Sandy Kapp
Mary Kelleher
Milady Khoury
Kris Lattimer
Donna MacComber
Eileen McNamara
Mary Moulson
Jody Nickerson
Carol Norton
Kathy Ostapower
Ka thleen Parker
Chris Pelletier
Chris Prendiville
Doreen Qunitiliani
Gina Silva
Cindy Stewart
,Barbara Sullivan
Daren
Karen Tewksbury
Lori Thornhill
Sue Walas
Susan Waletkus

There were three class
delegates positions up for
grabs. 'Slim' Jim Billings
squeezed past Kevin McCarthy by
one vote for the sophomore
position. This slim margin held up
through two recounts. Bob
Harrington,a varsity tennis
player, was tabbed by his junior
classmates to represent them and
Brian{Squeak)Hanlon
was
(';.Aooen a senior delegate by a
wide margin.
The voter turnout was lighter
than had been hoped for which is
nothing
unusual
for
· Bridgewater,There were 4
· positions out of 10 with only 1
· candidate running, an unUSUally'
low percent for any sudent
election.
The election was marred by
one accidental mishap.After the
ballots had been printed it was
realized that one candidate's
nomination for Treasurer had
been
obtained
im-:o
properly. president Tic Mansur
stated that a new electipn would
be held solely for that position on
April 22.

number 2 doubles team, Joe and
Jeff each won their second match
of the day, making the score BSC
4, Curry l.
Ray Gariepy's heartbreaking
loss in a third set tiebreaker
served to demonstrate his fine
sportsmanship that is an inspiration to all. Distracted and
heckled by a growing number of
boisterous spectators, he continued to play without a comment.
Meanwhile, encouraged by his
friends, Curry's Ken Vicarro

Tennis
Team
Wins
raised his match play to a level of
brilliance while drowning ac_cepted court ediquette in
arrogence and brashness. The
outcome, after one and a half
hours of battle, was determined
by a tiebreaker; 5 points to 4 for
Curry. Ray's reaction was a
handshake and smile, but benea th
was the anticipation for a doubles
rematcb.
At 4: 15, the score was BSC 4,
Curry . 2.
The question of
defaulting number I singles arose
for the second time, as Clirry's

his teaching job at a local tennIS
club. Finnally, after a 3 1/2 wait,
number 3 doubles and first singles
began.
The' match score tightened
after Jeff Marvelle .and Russ
Clough returned from a tough loss
in doubles. Captain Mike Cobb
lost bis first set in a tiebreaker
and was struggling to mount a net
attack against. the flawless
groundstrokes of Curry's. Mike
Gardner, who eventually 'Yon the
match with a service break in the
eleventh game of the second set.
With darkness upon us and a
score of 44, the lights went on
(very dim) and team of Cobb and
Gariepy took the court against
Gardner and Vaccaro. A growing
crowd of Curry supporters drove
in. (Ever wonder how college
kids can manage to drive around
in Porsches? ) BSC was not
without moral support, however.
Dr. Robert Mogilnicki, our undefeated coach, his family and the
team
offered
vocal
encouragement to. rival_ that of the
home team's faithful .
The match was characterized
by' service dominance and sharp
vollys. 'The over- powering serve
, of Ray Gariepy found its mark, as
well as 80% of Cobb's firstserves.
The first set climaxed when BSC
broke Gardner at 4-4, -allowing
Cobb to serve out the set for a 6-4
win. The second set 10110wed a
similar pattern. A service break
in the eleventh game once again
allowed .Cobb and Gariepy a
- change to serve for the set and the
match. Continuous first serves
. forced Curry's errors and the set
ended 7-5.
This 5-4 win over Curry College
was the first BSC victory in many'
years against this school. A
home rematch is scheduled for
Thursday, April 29 at 3:00 p.m ..

Golf Team
Begins Season
The BRIDGEWATER State
'Golf TEAM STA TED OUT WHAT
LOOKS
TO BE' A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL SEASON WITH A
CONVINCING VICTORY OVER
Roger Williams.The final score
was Bridgewater '16 1/2, and
Roger Williams 4 1/2 but even
this score doesn't indicate the
lopsideedness of some of the
matches.
Number one man,junior Arty
Anderson,despite a fine 37 on the
back nine could take only one
point., from the Roger Williams
numtier'one man who's 76 was the
,low round of the day. Junior Bob,
Taylor playing second easily
took 3 points_with a fine 79.Junior
Barry Sullivan needin~ some last

hole heroics managed 2,1/2 points
while snior captain Richard
McGovern had an easy time in
getting his 3-"poi ts.Junior Tony
Gonsalmes,despiteJlaving to play
along came up wit 2' point-·
s.Freshman Mike Lauder and
-ever improving Soph Craig
Stanovich came up with 3 and ~
points respectively. Coach Ed
Elias has hopes for the rest of the
seasonespeciaJly from the play
of the 5 through 7 players, which in
other years have been our weak
points and the good play of other
members Kevin McCarthy,Bill
McGirairie and Wally 'the
Walrus'Bowers.

MAAFATIIER-SON
GOLF JAMBOREE
May 2 is day of Father-Son Banquet

ONL Y 48 OPENINGS FOR JAMBOREE'
I will participate in ~the .
MAA Golf Jamhoree

D

My father will participate I'"
in the MAA Golf Jamhoree

-----NAME
Return to Coach Swenson in Kelly gym
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1976 Softball
"We will be competitors in every
along as she gains experience."
plate. Densie Bereszyniewici is
game we play. IH idin't think we
The Bears will not be the power
the only certal . ~y in the outfield,
had a chance we couldn't show uphitteres they have been in the
playing centerfield. Senior
---and we'll be there for every
past. Keyes' terms them more of a
Marion Coakley was in leftfield
game"----head coach Ed Keyes'
"defensive" team. We have some
and looking good, prior to a
appraisal of the BSC 1976 softball
good singles and doubles hitters. I
sprained ankle. How quickly
team. The '76 squad will be a
don't expect many home runs but
and completely Coakley can
very different team from the '75
we will be getting the base hits."
come back will have a bearing
Keyes' noted that coaching
squad. Ed Keyes as coach is one
on who is in left. Rightfield is
women IS different from coaching . also open with 4 or 5 players
major change. Keyes is in his
men. . 'The women try just as
first year as the Bears coach,
fighting for these 2 spots.
hard, they work just as hard, and
one of the few men coaches of a
'. Right now Keyes is carrying 31
women's team at Bridgewater
they are just as involved and", players, which he would like to
and the first man to coach the
interested. Yet, there is a certain
keep throughout the season.
BSC softball team.
different air or attitude, I can't
However, due to problems with
quite define it." He also feels that
This is Keyes first time
uniforms this mayor may not be
UPPER ROW:Cherylann Vincent.Marty Ruegg,Barbara O'Brien
coaching a women's team. He
the women are equally as serious
feasible.
Currently the team
and as competitive as the men.
comes to Bridgewater wih ample
members, including the pitchers BOTTOM ROW:Barbie Coulter,Carla P~pasodero,Karen Spencer
Assisting Keyes so far has been - and players already mentioned,
qualifications, having seen softball or baseball from the standMr. James Baptista, who has : are:
Holly Belch, Diane
been in charge of the Junior · Camacho, Barbara Cook, Mary
point of a player, a coach, and an
Varsity, leaving Keyes free to ~ Delorey, Jean Ellis, Carol
umpire. His career as a player
work with the Varsity squad. The ~ Galante, Sharon Greenleaf, Gail
. includes participation on high.
JV's will playa 7-game schedule, ~ . Hanson, Esther Holmes, Karen
school and college (Boston
Last Saturday, April 10th, the tators - John, Matt, Pardo,
while the Varsity will be limited · Hooper, Jan Jezak, Linda Martin, Bridgewater State College Pickles and Katie - who came to
University) baseball teams, as
to 6 games. Keyes feels it is a · Lisa Mattei, Pat Perry, Jeannine cheerlearders participated in a cheer them ori.
well as playing on a servicegood representative schedule, : Roy, Mariellen Serina, Cheryl St. cheerleading competition hosted
connected team which toured
In encling, ·to all men and
with good competition.
ConJapan. Keyes has hald experience
Onge, Katie Tyndall, and Rosie by
Middlesex
Community women interested in cheerleading
cerning the number of games
coaching on the high school levelVentura.
College. It was the second year - Practice for Cheeerleading
however, he admits "just about
---baseball at Medfield High and
Overall,
Keyes uses these that our cheerleaders entered this ,try.outs will be held daily, starting
when you get everyone squared words to characterize the 1976 competition which consisted of April 20 at 4:00 in Kelly Grym football at Durfee, Medfield, and
away, the season is over. I would squad--- "defensive- ---hustlers---- cheerleading squads from several Please come if ypu are at all inDennis Yarmouth. And he is a
like to see an expanded schedule,· pretty good speed----a mixture of Massachusetts State, Junior and terested. Rember it's only with
nationalDGWS (Division of Girls
with more games."
and Women's Sports) and ASA
youth and experience." The Community Colleges ..
your support tha t we can continue
The 6 games all come within a
(American Softball Association)
opening game is this Tuesday,
THIS COMPETITION MARKS to have cneer laeadersat all!.!
15 day period, which is part of the and Keyes feels the Bears will be THE HIGHLIGHT AND FINISH
umpire.
reason Keyes is carrying 5 pitAnother major change will be
"definitely ready."
OF A LONG AND HARD
chers. As of now, 3 will pitch for
the pitching situation. Ace hurler
SEASON
FOROUR
the Varsity, and 2 for the JV. The
and long-ball hitter Pat Hurney
CHEERLEADERS. (Remember,
pitchers will alternate, since the
has graduated, leaving a big hole
they cheer all year long during~
to be filled, both on the mound and 'games are grouped so closely 1976 Schedule
football and basketball season!)
at the plate. Keyes admits the together, a change from last year
VVe are happy to announce that
Bears do not have a replacement when the team utilized basically
Bridgewater
State
2: 30 Away the
April 20 Springfield
of her caliber, but that among the only one pitcher.
3:00 Home Cheerleaders received third palce
April 22 Keene State
5 pitchers he is surrently carrying
Players expected to be in the
1:00 Home and were al rded a beautiful 21'"
. April 24 URI
there is potential. "Right now
starting lineup' for the opening
re d ,silver and blue tro phy. '
3:00 Away
April 26 UMass.
Bardy Stevens is our top pitcher
game next Tuesday are Gayle
The squad members who
May I Southern Conn 2:00 Away
Right behind her, and" all equally Cameron at first, Karen Bapparticipated
in· this year's
2:30 Home
talented are Sue Waletkus, Rosie tista at second, Ginny Walch at May 3 Springfield
competition
were
Marty Ruegg,
May 5 Wheaton (JV)' 4:00 Home
Griffin, and Cheryl LaForge.
shortstop, Joan Howard third,
Barbara O'Brien, Cherylann
Sophomore Pauline Silvia ip.; our and Donna Arcudi, beltind the
Vincent, . Carla Papasodero,
fastest· pitcher,~n.~d:...:.s.::::h:::e:..:;.ql~OO;z;iln::.::.:.:.:.e_-'-"-_ _-'--_ _.--:.._ _ _ _ _~---_
Barbie Coulter
and Karen
Spencer. They spent several hard
weeks perfecting their non-stop
four minute compet itioI;l cbeer
which consisted of several Jumps,
splits, rools, leaps, gymnastic
yd. breastroke record.
Battistini, Johnston, Money, and
Bridgewater's Varsity Men's
stunts and a total of five defferent
Bridgewater then beat Boston
Arsenault won the consolation
Swim Team started the season by Universit}' easily by a score of 73mounts. The
cheer revolved
finals and set a new team record.
plaing third at the Albany State 30. In a losing effort' against
around a
theme of the
The 400 Free Relay also set a
Relay Carnival, then teaming up Babson College, Mike Arsenault
cheerleaders year.
team
record in qualifying for the
with the Women's Team to won three events to make the final
. The cheerleaders would iike to
Natonal Championships. This
capture second place in the score 46-65. Alan Johnstons triple
squad
thmk
the rest of their
relay consisted of BatBoston College Relays, Hurt by win against Colby College lead
members for being so helpful and
tistini,.Johnston,
freshman
the loss of Jim Gardner, the men BSC to a 72-40 victory for
also the ""faithful few" sperGeorge MacMasters, and Arlost their first,meet to Amherst Bridgewater. The Bears then had
senault.
Steve
Money
also
College in the final relay; despite some tough luck, losing to Central
lowered both breats- tt'oke
Rick Battistini's two record Connecticut (77136) and URI, 72records, and Rick Battistini also
breaking winning swims (1000 40, when Rick Battistini lowered
lowered his OWIl 400 I.M. and 100freestyle and 500 yard freestyle).
his own I,OOo-yd. freestyle record
yd Butterfly records at this
Steve Money also had two wins.
by 8 seconds. Bridgewater then
~3: 3.i\~: ~
J
meet.
Tough freshman but. The Bears then beat SMU at destroyed U. New Hampshire 76terflyer,
Bob
Mulcahy
broke
pm,
home by a score of 64-48, as Fran 36, as Rick Battistini and Al
both
the freshman butterfly
Fiddler, Steve Money, Rick
~--.~.-- Jtt.,J(ell
..
Johnston each won three events.
records
in the 100 and 200 yard
Battistini, and Mike Arsenault This gave Bridgewater its sixth
·--l-~Gy.l}JlJa
· .
butterflys.
Ken
Curran
and
teamed up to break a 3-year old
consecutive winning season with
Sllllll
Falconer
also
did
their
Keith
Intereste
-----_._--.:.~
medley record.
Bridgewater
a 7-4 record.
personal best times.
then beat Boston College 64-48 as
Some of the team then
and spirited women and
At the NCAA Division III
Rick Battistini broke the lO0-yd.
travelled to the N.E. InChampionships
in
Washington,
men are welcome!!
butterfly record and Steve, tercollegiate
Swimming
Pa., Bridgewater State College
Money broke the 200-yd .. Championship at Springfield
gave birth to its first Allbreastroke record. Jim Gardner r College. Mike Arsenault led the
American, 20-year old Mike
made a comeback by winning
way by placing loth in the ]OO-yd.
Arsenault. Mike
both the 500 and 1000 yard
freestyle, .and by anchoring both
placed lIth in the lOO-yd. freestyle
freestyles to lead in a win over
relays to All New England honors,
with a new team record and a
Lowell University 74-39. Steve
as the 8 0 Free Relay team of
personal best time. In the 50-yd.
Money also lowered his own 200freestyle, Mike also anchored te
400 Free Relay that just missed
All-. American honors.
(The
other three swimmers on this
relay· were Battistini, MacMasters, and Johnston.)
At the Swim Team Banquet,
out-going senior captains AI
Johnston and Bill Fletcher were
thanked and noted for their hard
.. ', ..
work,
achievement,
and
dedication, as were Lorraine
Thornhill and Risa Battistini, the
team managers. Mike Arsenault
was voted the Bill Taft Award by
his team mates, and he and Rick
Battistini, the season's high point
scorer, will co-captain next year's
team.

heerleading Competition

-:REC'AP OF SWIM SEASON

Cheerleading ~--;;;r·,
TryoutS~:'begl-l\l\ :
(

\\

All ·

April 20, 4:00
d

----'-

..

MIDNIGHT MOON SHINE
meet Sat April 24 at
12:00 in front of SU

building for another

MIDNIGHT MEANDER

FLYING .PIZZA

Telephone

6'ir-8631·~.

Bridgewater delivery.oafy
Tues.-Sun.
f5:00-11 :OOt
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MAA WRANEWS
April 15-29
MENS SOFTBALL
April 15.!J 15 Bu.-,hwackers vs. Gonads
Waterllts vs. Dinks
5 :30 Crabs 'vet Sons of Italy
See posted schedule for the rest of
the games
MENS STREET HOCKEY
April 21 4: 15 Scorers vs. Crow.~
Packrats vs. Flyers
5:30 Waterballs vs. Leafs
Pigs vs. F-Troop
April 26 4: 15 Packrats vs. F-Troop
5:30 Razorbacks vs. Headaches
Waterballs vs. Scorers
April 28 4: 15 Flyers vs. Leafs
Scorers vs. Pigs
5:30 Surgeons vs. Razorbacks
COED S(lvTLALL
Apri; 21 5:45 Washek's Warriors vs.
Unpredictable
'April 26 5:00 Trainers vs. ?
4: 15 W.H.O. vs. ?
Watch board in gym for games.
WOMENS SOFTBALL
April 21 4:00 Warriors vs. Do Less
,
Nerds vs. Undecided
5: 45 86ers vs. Pointsettas
April 26 5:45 86ers vs. Do Less
.
,Dirty Dozen vs. Warriors
April 28 4:00 Dirty Dozen vs. Do Less
, Nerds vs. Warriors
5:45 Undecided vs. Pointsettas
CURRENT STANDINGS'

MENS STREET HOCKEY

Fruit Drop League',
Gum Drop League
I.Kappa Crows' l-o 1. Waterats 4-0
2.Alpha Wild
~.Razorbacks 2-1
Pigs 2-0 3.Gonads 1-2
3.F-Troop 2-1
Clinic 1-2
4.Packrats
2-2
Holmes
,~
5.Phi Pi Scorers 1-1
He~daches 1-~
6.Maple Str. Leafs 1 ..,2 6.Dr. Fldler 1-3
7.Phi Pi Flyers 0-2
8. Wa terba ll'.....-'l.,s---l0'--.-..;4_ _ __
FINAL STANDINGS
WOMENS BASKETBALL
!North Face League
Tamarak League
1.Rat Pack 8-1
1.86ers 7-1
2.Flip-tops 7-2
2. Woodchicks 6-2
3. Warriors 6-2
3. Green
Odd Women 6-2
Machine 5-2
5.Happy Hoopars 4-4 4.Killers Elite 4-3
6.:~rd B~se ,2-6
{>. QP's
3-4
SpazD.,ds 2-6
. 6.Ballhandlers 2-5
Chee~ecal~es 2-6
Space Shots 2 ..5
9.Brulsers 0 . .8.
8.Basketcases 0-7
Sun BowL League
I.Hot Tunas 7-0
2.Essence 4-3
Them 4-3
TWWT 4-3
5.Ducky's Dynamos 3-4
Grasshoopers 3-4
7.Fiascos 2-5
8.Anteaters 1-6
UPCOMING EVENTS
Bike trip to Myles Standish Park
Apr. 24-25
Martha's Vineyard trip May 1-2 signups
April 21-22 in Union
Sox {(ame night of May 5 vs. KC $4
ticket and bus sign ups ,Apr. 26-27

BEARS AT 5-2-1

Diary of a Statistician
By Joe Silvi

April 13
Dear Diary,
It is
Today is April 13.
Tuesday, I woke- up early this
morning (nine o'clock is early
for a Tuesday) looking forward
to the doubleheader between the
Bad News Bears and the Boston
State Warriors,
Everybody
was
thinking
doubleheader sweep, Well, at
breakfast at around 9:30, only had
an English muffin and two glasses
of OJ ( on a diet). Almost wentfor
those donuts (even if they were
stale>. Got back to the dorm
around 10: 15 and watched the last
half of the Dick Van Dyke show.
(Rob is still afraid of Laur a).
Now I was all set for an exciting
doubleheader (7). The boat, er,
bus, left the premises a little after
11:00 and the team was off. We
. arrived in a public field, a few
- miles outside of Daahhchestah, A
few minutes later, after all the
the euipment was taken from the
bus, the players took fieldin~ and
batting practice while I sat 10 the
stands munching on a SAGA sub.
One O'clock came around and
Boston State took the field.
Bridgewater picked up a run in
that first inning on four walks.
The Bears made it 2-0 when after
Joe Higgins walked, freshman
,Steve Hakes doubled to right
scoring Higgins. Boston tied it
with two in their half of third but
the Bears came back with one in
the top of the fourth when BobRossetti singled, stole second
went to third on a ground out and
after a walk came home on the
front end of a double steal. THE
TLO TEAMS TRADED RUNS IN
THE FIFTH TO MAKE IT 4-3
BSC but the Warriora tied it up in
the home half of the seventh to·
send it into extra innings ... and I
was wondering how the Red Sox
were doing ... Scott Smith had .
started for the Bears but was
lifted in the fifth (his arm had
been acting up) and replace? by
Glenn Chatterton who was pltch'ing masterf~ny. The ga~e wen!.
on Diary, 'til the eleventh when
the Bears up a run when

after a walk and a hits atsman,
was the end of the Bridgewater
John Bogannam singled sharply scoring. Stonehill came up with
to center driving in what turned an unearned run in the seventh to
out tt be the winning run. Final:
make the final 3-l.
bears in 11 innings.
In the second game with a
The second game ended in a 7-7 'shaken-up line-up, the Bears
tie because of darkness. Bears finally put their hitting shoes on.
scored five runs in the fifth in- In the third a sharp single by
ning. The big hits in th~ in~in~
centerfielder Bob Sp \:ney, his
in the first inning. The bIg hIts III steal of second and an Art Morgan
the inning was a two-run double single produced the fir~t BSC run.
by John Bogannam and a two-run In the fourth, the Bears came up
single by Jeff Perkins. wayne with four big runs. Steve Gallant,
Hall started for Bridgewater and Mike O'Neil and Steve Hakes all
was charged charged with four
had run-prodicing singles. The
runs as the Bears made three
Bears cashed in two more runs
errors in a distastrous fourth. The
in the fourth when Jeff Perkins
Bears took a 7-4 lead in the top of
singled. Doug Woodworth
the seventh when Bon Rossetti
walked and George Leaver had a
had an infield hit Dan Bettencourt
bunt single to load the bases.
drew a walk and Joe Higgins
One run then came in on an error
doubled home both runs with a
and another on a Jack Day
shot to left ~center, But with the , sacrifice fly.
Mike Diodati
sun already down and the weather
despite walking ten held
getting cold ( my fingers were
Stonehill to just two hits in the 7-0
sticking to the pencil), the
voctory. Games are over, Diary,
Warriors crossed the plate three
and it's now time for supper.
times on a single, double and
The last games for the Bears,
triple, Ya, know
despite going 2-1-1 have not
single, double and triple. Ya
looked impressive. BSC at times
know, Diary, they say a tie is like
have been playing as single
kissing your sister... I would
individuals only worried about
rather kiss my sister. It was a
their own accomplishments.
bad game for theBears but we'll
Maybe in time, Diary, this will
get them tomorrow,
change. Well it's been nice
April 14
talking to Diary. Hope to write to
Dear Diary,
you again sometime. Ciao,
It is now tomorrow and the
BATTING AROUND--Johr
Bears are playing home against
Bogannam had four hits in thE
Stonehill. After eating a light
Boston doubleheader.~, the seconc
lunch (still on that diet) I started,
Boston game was already thE
walking toward Legion Field
second this season that a game
because it was a nice warm day.
was
called
because
0
Approaching behind me was a
darkness ...Freshman Stev Hakef
green station wagon, It was the , continues to impress on the fiel(
coach. He was asking me if I
and at the plate.,.Bears have ~
needed a ride. Of course, this
busy weekend as they play a '
writer didn't refuse. CHepays my
SMUFriday, home agains
salary, .. not the guy with the
Framingham Saturday and homE
beard). Dan Beksha made his
against Eastern 'Naza ene on
first appearance of the season for
i
Patriot's Day...
the Bears and looked sharp
despite Bridgewater dropping the
opener 3-1. Stonehill picked up
two.in the first but the Bears
came back with one of their own
in hte in the home half, thanks to
an Art Morgan triple. But then;

. Cancer's
~arning

Signals:

RUN ONE!
An intramural Track Meet is coming!
April 27 and 28,
Entries available at Intramural office
deadline for submission April 24
COED Relay teams plus individual
field events
RUN ALL!

1. Change in bowel or ,
bladder habits.

2.A sore that does not
heal.'
or discharge.

4, ThIckening or lump
"

WRA Banquet Invitations may still
be picked up across from the bookstore
at the following times:
April 20 10 to 2
April 21 10 to 2
April 22 10 to 2

ir. breast or elsewhere,

5. Indigestion or
, difficulty in
swallowing,

, 6. Obvious change
in wart or mole.
7.Nagging cough
or hoarseness,
If you have a warning
sign, see your doctor!

AMERICAN· ~

CANCER,~~lrn •

2ND ANNUAL
'GREAT BIKE' RACE
12 noon
college field
EVERYONE ISA WINNER!!
sponsors: Mis ta la ~'
SU Program Commiuee

MAAand WRA
more info later

"

"

3. Unusual bleeding

ATTENTION
Female Commuters!!

May 10

~

I

,
"

-

